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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
Being alert,
Staying competitive
Dear members,
In January this year, the government
issued the inaugural National Money
Laundering and Terrorist Financing Risk
Assessment Report. As many of you are
aware, the report lists the accounting
profession as one of various business
categories in Singapore to be subject
to the requirements of the Anti-Money
Laundering and Counter Terrorist
Financing compliance regime.
While the nature of their job makes
accountants the natural gatekeepers of
any national effort to tackle financial
crime, with the new requirements,
accountants must be even more alert
– to raise the red flag if they suspect
any wrongdoing, and also to safeguard
themselves from becoming unwitting
participants in illegal activities.
Worldwide, there is also an escalating
call for accounting professionals to play
a bigger role in managing risks and
combating financial crime. In line with
these international developments, the
financial sector in Singapore has adopted
a number of measures to ensure that
the sector, which includes accountancy,
is not exploited by criminals to further
their unlawful agenda. Our cover story
examines these measures and the
strategic approach in combating financial
crime, and how accounting professionals
can address the challenges arising from
the ever-tightening regulatory and
legislative business landscape.
On another note, I am happy to
see that our members are managing
the growing demands on them, and
taking affirmative action to forward
their professional development. We
are encouraged by the expanding
participation numbers at our
continuing professional education
(CPE) courses, and will continue to
roll out programmes to help members

further broaden and deepen their
skills. In the May issue, I had spoken
about how the Institute adds value
by expanding the network of mutual
recognition agreements with other
national accountancy bodies such as
ICAEW. At last count, the ICAEW-ISCA
Pathways to Membership scheme
has attracted 130 CA (Singapore)
applicants. Of these, 110 fulfil the
eligibility criteria, bringing them one
step closer to attaining the renowned
ACA designation. Such reciprocal
membership arrangements give our
members a strong competitive edge
and greater career mobility worldwide.
Here, we share some of our members’
comments as well as the eligibility
criteria to become an ACA. Do look out
for announcements of our upcoming
information sessions and workshops
which are scheduled for October.
Country reports have been a
regular feature in the journal since its
revamp in July last year. In the recent
2013 Readership Survey, members
had ranked them as being among the
top articles they read. In this issue,
we feature the Philippines as an
investment destination.
As you stay alert to the
developments that impact the
profession, you would have noticed that
significant changes have been made to
Singapore’s Exchange of Information
regime. Find out the impact of these
changes on the taxpayers as well as how
they may affect you as tax advisors.
Another trend you might have
discerned is how crowdfunding has
emerged in some countries as
an alternative source of financing
for startups and small companies.
In Singapore, as revealed in
Budget 2014, the government is

looking into an appropriate regulatory
framework for this new business
model. Our article explores various
key considerations and the potential
for crowdfunding as a source of equity
investment for Singapore startups.
As accounting professionals, we
wear many hats, but we cannot be
everything to everyone. But we can
– and should – ensure that we are
highly competent in discharging our
professional duties. In this respect,
I urge you to seize the learning and
networking opportunities afforded
by the Institute, such as through the
journal’s thought leadership and
technical articles, seminars and our
capstone Singapore Accountancy
Convention 2014. The event takes place
from July 30 to August 1, and I hope to
see many of you there.

Gerard Ee

FCA (Singapore)

president@isca.org.sg
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THE SINGAPORE ACCOUNTANCY CONVENTION 2014
STAYING AHEAD OF THE CURVE

The capstone event of the year for the accountancy profession,
brought to you by the national accountancy body.

ISCA Ethics Forum, July 30
As a profession that serves the public interest, it comes as no surprise that ethics
forms the cornerstone of the accounting profession. In the face of an ever-changing
business landscape, professional accountants regularly have to deal with many
challenging ethical issues, from auditor independence matters such as audit firm
rotation and provision of non-assurance services, to money laundering and ethical
dilemmas in business. In upholding public confidence in the accounting profession, it
is imperative that professional accountants maintain the highest level of ethical and
professional standards.
The Ethics Forum focuses on some of these ethical issues, and seeks to provide
practical solutions to some of the ethical challenges faced by today’s professional
accountants.
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The Profession’s Commitment to Strengthen Public Confidence

Chng Sok Hui

Kwok Wui San

Ruth Picker

James Sylph

Chief Financial Officer,
DBS Group

Partner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Asia Pacific Risk
Management Leader,
Ernst & Young LLP, Australia

Executive Director,
Professional Standards &
External Relations,
International Federation
of Accountants

The very first sentence in the Institute of Singapore Chartered Accountants’ Code of Professional Conduct and
Ethics sums it up – “A distinguishing mark of the accountancy profession is its acceptance of the responsibility to
act in the public interest.” The Forum builds on this belief and aims to hone in on the importance of the profession’s
commitment to strengthen public confidence.
Strengthening public confidence is a continuous process which requires the concerted effort and commitment
of the accounting profession globally. As the international ethics standard-setting body, the International Ethics
Standards Board for Accountants (IESBA) plays a key role in helping to strengthen public confidence through a
robust and high-quality Ethics Code. Mr Sylph will share insights into IESBA’s key strategic priorities and responses
to address present-day ethical demands the accounting profession faces.
Following an international perspective, Mr Kwok will share his views on ethics from the local viewpoint. He will
speak on areas of common concerns and mutual interest that the profession in Singapore shares with IESBA. He
will also shed light on the role that professional accountants can play in combating financial crimes such as money
laundering and terrorism financing.
Another key topic that will be deliberated at the Forum is the debate on auditor independence. Mrs Picker
will share her views on how public perception towards auditor independence has evolved over the years and its
implications on the auditing profession. She will also provide insights on the mandatory firm rotation legislation
recently passed in the European Union (EU) and whether jurisdictions outside the EU would adopt a similar stance
to strengthen public perception of auditor independence.
Apart from addressing ethical challenges of professional accountants in public practice, Mrs Chng will also
discuss ethical dilemmas that professional accountants in business encounter in the course of their work. She will
share her experiences in tackling ethical issues and best practices that organisations can adopt to strengthen
ethical values to ensure that such dilemmas arising from commercial pressures are addressed or minimised.
The Forum will conclude with a panel discussion where speakers will draw on key points raised during the earlier
segments and explore what more the profession needs to do to strengthen the ethical foundation, thereby further
enhancing public confidence.
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ISCA Integrated Reporting Forum, July 30
The movement towards Integrated Reporting, or <IR> in short, potentially represents one of the most significant
changes to corporate reporting in years. The recent conception of <IR> is fast gaining traction globally, for
communicating concisely how an organisation’s strategy, governance, performance and prospects lead to the
creation of value in the short, medium and long term. With the release of the International Integrated Reporting
Framework in December 2013, coupled with the drive to transform Singapore into an <IR> hub in Southeast Asia,
<IR> will soon play a bigger role on the corporate reporting front both globally and within the region. With this
evolution of corporate reporting, accountants could capitalise on their finance knowledge, experience and diverse
skill-sets to be the catalyst to identify value drivers and strategic priorities in an organisation.
Speakers and panellists at this Forum will share important insights on the key trends and developments in <IR>.
First-hand experiences and observations will also be shared by an early adopter of <IR>.

Telling the Whole Story

Helen Brand OBE

Chen Voon Hoe

Ho Yew Kee

Jonathan Labrey

Chief Executive,
ACCA

Partner,
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Head, Department of Accounting,
NUS Business School,
National University of Singapore

Policy and Strategy Director,
International Integrated
Reporting Council

Lee Kin Wai

Jeanne Ng

Trevor Persaud

Gillian Yeo

Associate Professor (Practice),
Division of Accounting,
College of Business,
Nanyang Business School,
Nanyang Technological University

Director – Group Sustainability,
CLP Power Hong Kong Limited

Managing Partner,
Stradegi, and Advisor,
Investment Management
Association of Singapore

Associate Dean,
College of Business,
Nanyang Business School,
Nanyang Technological University
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<IR> is more than just publishing a report; it is a powerful process to foster and embed integrated thinking
within an organisation. <IR> may be a clear solution for both businesses and investors. Businesses require a
reporting environment that is conducive to understanding and articulating their strategies which eventually
drive performance and attract the right financial capital. Sharing the same goal of increasing corporate
valuation, investors need to comprehend how the integrated strategies create value over time.
Over the years, <IR> has evolved from a vision to a framework and we now stand at the cusp of rapid
adoption of a new corporate reporting framework. Ms Brand will share her views on why <IR> has caught on
globally, its considerations on businesses and more importantly, what this new development means for the
accounting profession.
Mr Labrey will then share the recent trends and developments in <IR>, as well as the key initiatives and
priorities of the International Integrated Reporting Council (IIRC) aimed at enhancing the connectivity and
conciseness of corporate reporting. He will also share his views on the development of <IR> in the region, and
how Singapore can become an influential and authoritative thought leader in this regard.
To further explore the influence of <IR> on corporate reporting, Professor Yeo and Professor Lee will
present findings from a study discussing whether better disclosure arising from <IR> increases market
valuation of a company, and how these findings correlate to the value that investors place on <IR>. The
discussion will be followed by a presentation by Mr Chen, who will bring to light the reality on the ground
by sharing an analysis of PricewaterhouseCoopers’ findings. He will also provide valuable advice on how
organisations can transform their traditional annual publication into a value-creation story.
Although <IR> is in its infancy, some companies have taken bold steps to adopt <IR> and lead the way in
evolving <IR> from a promising concept to a powerful practice, changing the way an organisation reports,
thinks and acts. Dr Ng will speak on her company’s journey in adopting <IR>, and how <IR> has created value
and promoted integrated thinking through breaking silos within her organisation.
One key stakeholder in the <IR> equation is the capital provider group. Mr Persaud will speak on
opportunities that avail themselves to investors with the evolution of <IR> and share his thoughts on how
better corporate reporting through <IR> will impact investment decision-making.
The Forum will be followed by a presentation by Professor Ho, who will share key findings from an <IR>
survey jointly conducted by National University of Singapore (NUS) and ISCA on the awareness and perception
of <IR> in Singapore. He will also discuss the various promotional and educational roles the accounting bodies
and regulators can play to encourage more “passengers” to hop on the <IR> train.
Rounding off the Integrated Reporting Forum, a panel will draw on the key messages raised by the
distinguished speakers, explore how <IR> can add value to companies, and what meaningful roles preparers
and practitioners can play. The panellists will also explore the critical factors and conditions needed to ensure
the successful adoption of <IR> in Singapore and the region.
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In an exclusive interview,
James Sylph, Executive Director,
Professional Standards & External Relations,
International Federation of Accountants,
speaks about the essential role of ethics
in the accounting profession.
1. According to renowned Indian politician B.R. Ambedkar (1891-1956),
“History shows that where ethics and economics come in conflict,
victory is always with economics. Vested interests have never been
known to have willingly divested themselves unless there was sufficient
force to compel them.” How relevant is this in today’s context? How can
ethics emerge victorious when faced with conflicts of interest, especially
financial ones?
There will always be tension between ethics and economics – and it affects not only
corporates but also politicians and even athletic competitions. Just look at the current
bribery scandal surrounding Qatar as the host of the 2022 World Cup soccer tournament.
At the corporate level, this conflict is exacerbated by local customs and practices, for
instance, hiring family members and making small facilitation payments to poorlypaid government officials. And then there’s the form of government – non-democratic
environments are often rife with corruption and bribery.
The truth is that there will always be people who flout the law for their own personal
gain; human behaviour is complex and will be governed in large part by an individual’s
motivations, personal moral code and the social norms around which they were raised. For
some people, the temptation of personal gain will override the fear of any consequences the
individual may face if caught breaking the law and/or professional codes.
However, my view is that most people want to do the right thing. Even people with a
strong personal moral code will face pressures to act unethically, and that is where the
Ethics Board’s Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (the Code) comes in. The Code
is a set of guiding principles to help professional accountants make the right decision when
faced with ethical dilemmas. It also helps put in place safeguards that help them avoid
situations that typically engender conflicts of interest. The Code is principlesbased, which is by design so that it can be applied in all jurisdictions around the
world, regardless of local customs. Increased adoption of the Code will help
promote a consistent and high level of ethical behaviour by professional
accountants globally, thus also helping the profession to build and
maintain trust with stakeholders.

James Sylph
Executive Director, Professional
Standards & External Relations,
International Federation of Accountants

2. It has often been said that the ethical concerns of professional
accountants in business (PAIBs) are somewhat different from those
relating to professional accountants in public practice. How far has IESBA
progressed in terms of addressing the concerns of PAIBs and what are the
plans underway at IESBA to further address the needs of PAIBs?
I would not say that the ethical concerns are different for PAIBs; what is different is the ability
of PAIBs to address the concerns. A practitioner can resign from a client relationship and
suffer only a small loss of income. If the PAIB were to resign however, he or she could risk
losing his or her entire livelihood. Even for practitioners, it is a concern if the proportion of
revenue from a single client is significant.
The Ethics Board has recently launched a project to develop more comprehensive guidance
in Part C of the Code, which relates to PAIBs, to assist them in addressing a number of
important and often challenging issues, including pressure from superiors and others to act
unethically or illegally, and in the facilitation of payments and bribes.

3. Auditor independence has always been an area of international focus.
Recently, the reform of the audit sector in the European Union (EU)
has finally made some headway. However, the flexibility accorded to EU
member states in varying the rotation and tendering periods have led to
concerns that it could create a “patchwork of regulation across the union”.
How will this development affect the rest of the world in terms of adopting
and implementing mandatory auditor rotation and tendering initiatives?
This development creates a practical concern in two respects: A change of auditor for an EUbased, listed parent company may necessitate a change in auditors for subsidiaries of the group
based outside the EU. In addition, a parent company based in Asia for example, but with listed
subsidiaries based in the EU, may find that the subsidiaries are required to change auditors.
The bigger question is whether mandatory firm rotation will improve audit quality. In
my opinion, there is not enough empirical data yet to confirm this. A major concern is that
mandatory firm rotation may create an impression that the audit is a commodity to be
negotiated on price alone. Driving down audit fees will ultimately put significant pressures on
audit quality. My view is that the recent regulatory developments in the EU are a manifestation
of a broader trend towards regulatory divergence, which will increase costs for business and
create greater impediments to global trade through added complexities and fragmentation of
regulatory rules – and this is not in the public interest.

4. The IESBA project, Responding to Non-Compliance with Laws and
Regulations (formerly known as Responding to a Suspected Illegal Act),
has drawn some not-too-favourable feedback from stakeholders, resulting
in revisions to its initial proposals and a possible re-exposure draft. Why
has this been a more-than-challenging project for the IESBA to push
through? In hindsight, what could the IESBA have done differently at the
onset to smooth the process?
Let’s first be clear – the comprehensive and thoughtful feedback the Ethics Board received
from its stakeholders is evidence that debate around this issue was needed; the nature
of the responses only shows that we struck a very sensitive and complex issue, and I was
pleased that the Exposure Draft inspired such a high response rate. Hearing from a variety of
stakeholders, who may not always agree with one another, is a vital part of our due process in
developing an internationally applicable Code.

July 2014
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The project seeks to ensure balance between professional accountants’ responsibility
to act in the public interest with their duty to maintain confidentiality under the Code when
facing suspected non-compliance with laws and regulations (NOCLAR). And therein lies the
challenge and complexity. Accountants have an ethical responsibility not to turn a blind eye
to suspected NOCLAR that could have grave consequences in terms of potential serious
harm to individuals; significant damage to the environment, or significant financial losses
to shareholders, customers, suppliers or counterparties. Yet, whistleblowing could expose
the professional accountant to significant risk of retaliation, not to mention potential civil
or criminal liability and loss of livelihood. What makes this project particularly challenging
is establishing principles that will be operable globally across the diverse sectors in which
professional accountants work, recognising the wide variation in legal frameworks in terms
of not only whether they provide legal protection for whistleblowers but also whether they
are well established and trusted.
The heart of the debate is really what is reasonable to expect of accountants within
their role in the public interest. Our stakeholders’ views on this have been polarised, hence
the board’s efforts to further reach out to them to better understand their views through
the series of three global roundtables. At the time of writing, we have held the first of these
in Hong Kong in May and the others will take place in Brussels and Washington over the
next six weeks. In hindsight, the board could have more extensively engaged in dialogue
with its stakeholders through holding such roundtables in the earlier stages of the project
to better gauge the diversity of views and positions on the topic, but I’m optimistic that the
board will come to a solution that will be acceptable to our broad stakeholder base.

5. The first independent Chair of the IESBA, Jörgen Holmquist, passed
on earlier this year. Having worked with Mr Holmquist for a couple of
years at IESBA, what is the most lasting legacy that he has left behind
for IESBA and the global accountancy profession?
Yes, we suffered a huge loss this year. Jörgen was the first independent Chair of the board,
and in this regard, he will be remembered as a trailblazer. He took this role very seriously,
and his passion showed in everything he did. He will be remembered as an unflagging
advocate for the importance of high-quality ethics standards for the accountancy
profession, visiting no fewer than 15 countries and leading over 160 outreach activities on
the board’s behalf during his 18 months as Chair. He was inspiring to work with – the wealth
of experience and knowledge that he brought, along with his energy and enthusiasm, were
simply unmatched. He inspired the members of the board and IFAC staff – and I can only
imagine, nearly everyone he encountered on a professional level – to do more. He was
unafraid to test limits and challenge established procedures if it meant advancing the
board’s agenda. His dedication and persistence made him very successful at engendering
change and making things happen. He leaves behind an immense legacy with the board to
which he was so deeply committed, and I have no doubt that his presence will continue to
be felt and influence the board’s work and future direction.
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for the accountancy profession, brought to you by the national accountancy body.

Also join us in Celebrating Excellence in Accountancy at the Singapore Accountancy Awards Dinner on 31 July!

Final call to register for the Singapore Accountancy Convention 2014!

Don't miss out on this rare opportunity to hear from and network with esteemed speakers and panellists,
as well as prominent Chairmen that helm International Standard-Settings Boards.
Registration closes on 19 July.
Applicable for Productivity and Innovation Credit (PIC) scheme. For more details, please refer to www.iras.gov.sg.
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Singapore is Top Business City:
EIU, PwC Reports

F

or all the talk about the
potential of emerging
markets, developed
economies in North
America, Western Europe and
Asia remain the best places to do
business, according to The Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU)’s latest
Business Environment Rankings (BER).
Released in May 2014, the report
reveals that Singapore is likely to
remain the world’s most investorfriendly location in 2014–2018,
retaining its number one spot from
2009–2013. Switzerland and Hong
Kong also defended their second
and third places respectively. The
remainder of the top 10 comprised
North America, Scandinavia and
other developed Asian economies.

Asia’s best performers have
several factors in common – a
favourable policy environment,
particularly for finance and foreign

Summary of Findings: PwC Cities of Opportunity Study
Top 3 Cities
(1) Paris, (2) London, (3) San Francisco

Technology readiness

(1) London and Seoul, (3) Stockholm

City gateway

(1) London, (2) Beijing, (3) Singapore

Transportation and
infrastructure

(1) Singapore, (2) Toronto, (3) Buenos Aires and Seoul

Health, safety and security

(1) Stockholm, (2) Sydney and Toronto

Sustainability and the
natural environment

(1) Stockholm and Sydney, (3) Paris and Berlin

Demographics and
liveability

(1) Sydney, (2) London, (3) San Francisco

Economic clout

(1) London, (2) Beijing, (3) New York

Ease of doing business

(1) Singapore, (2) Hong Kong, (3) New York

Cost

(1) Los Angeles, (2) Chicago, (3) Johannesburg
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The two reports are available at www.eiu.com/
bizenviro2014 and www.pwc.com/cities

Photo shutterstock

Key Indicators
Intellectual capital and
innovation

investment, with competition policies
that encompass international best
practices. Especially in East Asia,
competition between cities to
become hubs for international
finance, manufacturing and logistics
has driven improvements in the
business environment.
A PwC report released in June
2014 also names Singapore as the
top Asian city for ease of doing
business, as well as transportation
and infrastructure. The “Cities of
Opportunities 6” study of global
centres for business, finance and
culture reveals that Singapore is one
of only four cities, along with London,
Stockholm and Sydney, to emerge
first in more than one indicator.
Notably, the city-state jumped six
places to number three (out of the
30 cities measured), in the city
gateway indicator, demonstrating
its importance as a global gateway,
behind London and Beijing.

ASIA

5.5

%

growth in both 2014 and 2015
Improved outlook in advanced economies,
alongside more competitive exchange rates
in some cases, will help boost exports

Japan

1.4

%

GDP growth in 2014
Supported by stimulus measures

Korea

3.7

%

GDP growth in 2014
Driven mostly by exports
due to improving trading partner demand

Australia

How Does the
Future Look?

A

ccording to the World
Economic Outlook
April 2014 by International
Monetary Fund (IMF),
growth in Asia excluding Japan has
picked up in the second half of 2013
on recovering exports and robust
domestic demand. Global downside
risks are still significant, and
particularly relevant for economies
already weakened by domestic
and external challenges. Internal
vulnerabilities in China continue to
rise, especially in areas stemming
from credit growth. Here are some
highlights from the report.

ASEAN Uneven growth
Indonesia’s growth likely to slow
due to subdued investor sentiment
and higher borrowing costs
Thailand’s near-term outlook remains
clouded by the political situation
Malaysia and the Philippines are
on a positive trajectory.

DEVELOPING ASIA
Continued solid growth
Bangladesh’s domestic demand
is expected to recover as
activity normalises after a year
of unrest
Lao PDR and Mongolia are
“an ongoing risk”.

3 broad areas of concern
for Asia
Tightening global financial
conditions
Less effective Abenomics
A sharper-than-envisaged
slowdown and financial sector
vulnerabilities in China.

IMF RECOMMENDS
Asia should continue to push ahead
with structural reforms to enhance
medium-term prospects.
The full report is available at www.imf.org/
external/Pubs/ft/weo/2014/01/pdf/text.pdf

2.6

%

GDP growth in 2014
Slowdown continues in
mining-related investment activities

New Zealand

3.3

%

GDP growth
Helped by reconstruction spending

China

7.5

%

GDP growth
Some near-term volatility in capital markets
due to ongoing financial reforms

India

5.4

%

GDP growth
Improving export competitiveness;
implementation of investment projects

*Forecast figure before May 2014 general elections
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Greater Collaboration between
CFOs and HR Leaders Boost
Performance: EY Survey

A

global survey of CFOs
and chief human resource
officers (CHROs) by
professional services
organisation EY found that a strong
relationship between the CFO
and CHRO is linked with superior
business performance.
Companies where the relationship
has become more collaborative over
the last three years reported higher
EBITDA (earnings before income
tax, depreciation and amortisation)
growth and stronger improvement
across a range of human capital
metrics, including employee
engagement and productivity.
The second instalment of
Partnering for Performance – a
global survey of 550 CFOs and
CHROs – found that 41% of these
high-performing companies
experienced EBITDA growth of
greater than 10%, versus only 14%
of non-high performers. In addition
to more rapid EBITDA growth,
44% of high performers have also
seen a significant improvement in
employee engagement, versus 9%
of others. Forty-three percent have
seen a marked increase in workforce
productivity, versus 10% of others.

Four Key Factors
The study identified four key factors
that have driven closer collaboration
between finance and HR leadership
functions over the last three years:
Scarce talent and rising
labour costs
Companies need a better
14
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understanding of the relationship
between cost and performance,
especially as organisations in
both mature and rapid-growth
markets are struggling to identify,
secure and develop top talent.
This challenge, combined with
fast-rising labour costs, leads to
costly rates of attrition that can
threaten the viability of strategic
investments. It is imperative
that companies take a smarter
approach to human capital
cost management.
HR is more important within
the corporate hierarchy
HR is no longer seen as a
support function that is far
removed from strategic decisionmaking. Instead, HR is rising
in the corporate hierarchy as
companies recognise the need for
closer alignment between their
corporate strategy and human
capital strategy.
Companies need to be nifty,
develop new things
The rapidly shifting global
business environment requires
every company to continually
adapt its strategy and introduce
new products and services to
remain competitive. By involving
both the CFO and CHRO in the
strategic decision-making process,
businesses can ensure that both
the financial and people impacts
of decisions are addressed.
Changing business models
Companies continue to transform
key business functions including

finance, HR and IT, to seek greater
efficiencies, standardisation and
scale in order to improve service
delivery and increase profitability.
Firms are navigating these highly
complex issues while weighing
the opposing forces of onshoring
and offshoring and adapting
current models to capture new
geographic growth opportunities.
To accomplish this, they will need
to move toward a multifunctional
global business services model.
Transformation on this scale
has significant finance and
HR implications.
“A company’s workforce
inevitably drives growth and
performance and, in most
companies, people are also the
single largest expense. Typically,
CFOs have tended to view human
capital primarily as a cost, while
CHROs have viewed it primarily as
an asset that requires investment.
To really maximise employee
engagement and improve workforce
productivity, while keeping pace
with the ever-changing dynamics
of the global labour force, the
CFO and the CHRO need to find
ways to increase collaboration
effectively and efficiently. This
collaboration will empower CFOs
to allocate the resources required to
deliver the company’s strategy, and
the CHRO can ensure the alignment
of ‘right people, right place, at the
right time’,” said Dina Pyron, Global
Human Capital Leader at EY.

What’s Different
At high-performing companies,
defined as those with greater than
10% EBITDA growth in the last
year and significant improvements
in employee productivity and
engagement in the last three years,
four elements set them apart:
Organisational structure and
operating model
On average, they spend
50% more time on the
CFO-CHRO relationship
They report better integration
between finance and HR
Strategic planning and
decision-making
The CFO makes a bigger

contribution to strategic
workforce planning, and
there is greater collaboration
between finance and HR on
this activity
58% rate the collaboration
on the business strategy and
development as excellent,
versus 22% of others
37% say the relationship is
primarily forward looking,
rather than backward facing,
versus 19% of others
Use of analytics
Use of analytics to better
understand workforce
Greater evidence of data-led
decision-making in HR

Measurement
Rigorous approach to
identifying and tracking
key HR metrics
49% consider their company
to be excellent at using data
analytics to improve HR
performance, versus 16%
of others
51% say that the CFO is
heavily involved in identifying
and tracking HR metrics,
versus 10% of others.

The full report is available at www.ey.com/GL/
en/Issues/Managing-finance/EY-CFO-programhigh-performing-partnering-for-performanceCFO-and-CHROs
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Capelle Academy CET
Centre Manager
Gordon Ng spoke about
utilising ETS to improve
HR capabilities.

Tapping on
Government
Support for
Training and
Capability
Development

T

he current manpower
crunch has resulted in a
common challenge among
local businesses in finding
and retaining talent. Therefore, it
is imperative for business owners
to understand the importance of
employee engagement, and how it can
be used to overcome this challenge.
At an ISCA seminar titled
“Tapping on Government Support
for Your Firm’s Training and
Capability Development Needs”,
business consulting firm aAdvantage
Consulting revealed the findings of
an Employee Engagement Survey
which was conducted for a segment
of the Accountancy sector. From the
survey, two priority areas that need
to be addressed were identified,
namely, rewards and recognition,
and staff development opportunities.
Following the findings, this seminar
was organised to highlight various
government schemes that can be
used to support a business’ training
and capability development needs.
SME Centre @ Association of
Small and Medium Enterprises
16
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aAdvantage Consulting Group Consultant
Andrea Lim revealed the findings of an
Employee Engagement Survey.

(ASME) shared about SPRING
Singapore’s Innovation & Capability
Voucher (ICV) and its enhancements.
One key change is allowing ICVs to
Qualifications (WSQ) requirements,
be used on productivity solutions,
and create an on-the-job-training
including purchase of equipment
(OJT) blueprint that is aligned with
and hardware, technical solutions,
SSQC 1 HR requirements.
engagement of professional services,
ISCA is committed to assisting its
and design and renovation.
members enhance their manpower
Capelle Academy, Programme
capabilities and capacity. Hence, ISCA
Manager for the Workforce
will continue to bring to its members
Development Agency (WDA)’s
relevant information and knowledge
Enterprise Training Support (ETS)
that can help to further this cause.
scheme, shared how
ETS can be utilised to
defray training costs
and at the same time,
improve businesses’
Human Resource
capabilities and staff
competencies. Applying
ETS to the Accountancy
sector, FP Consultants
shared how it can help
develop training plans
that conform to the
Singapore Qualification
FP Consultants International Director Jocelyn Lim
Programme (Singapore
sharing about how to tap on the ETS scheme to fulfil
QP) and Workforce Skills SSQC 1 HR and Singapore QP ATO’s obligations

Or simply to enhance your current professional standing?

In Tune
ISCA NEWs

SIATP
Demystifies
Cross-border
Transactions

A

s part of the Singapore
Institute of Accredited Tax
Professionals’ mission to
promote tax excellence,
it organised a session under its Tax
Excellence Decoded series on perplex
cross-border transactions.
Facilitated by Accredited Tax
Advisor (Income Tax) Linda Foo,
Tax Partner at Deloitte Singapore,
the half-day session on international
taxation matters explored the

ISCA Mingles

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax) Linda Foo, Tax Partner at Deloitte Singapore,
shared various scenarios that may result in a permanent establishment (PE) and
ways to avoid a PE.

intricacies of permanent establishment
(PE) scenarios and withholding tax
obligations, among others.
Ms Foo provided clarity in
her no-holds-barred insights and
patiently shared her expertise as she
addressed the wide range of queries
that punctuated the presentation.

Accountants as
Professional
Marketeers

A participant summed up the general
sentiments at the end of the session,
describing the interactive discussion
as being “most useful and practical”.
For more information on
achieving tax excellence, visit
www.siatp.org.sg today and sign up
to be an accredited tax professional.

O

n May 21, over 39 members
attended the ISCA Mingles on
“Accountants as Professional
Marketeers – Pitch using
Analytics and Business Intelligence”.
Nina Tan, CFO, Trax Image Recognition,
shared with our members Analytics
applications and tools, business intelligence
such as aggregate data, present data
and enriched data. She also discussed
the Experiential Presentation overview
covering Authentic Representation,
Forming the Pitch as well as Closing
Language and techniques. Participants
felt they had gained valuable knowledge
and techniques, and many of them look
forward to other value-adding activities
and courses organised by ISCA.

Trax Image Recognition CFO Nina Tan
shared with members about using
analytics and business intelligence in
their client presentations.

18
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ISCA Breakfast Talk

Economic
Crimes through
Data Analysis

E

conomic crimes continue
to be a major risk for
all organisations and
threaten the core value
of an organisation by undermining
its business processes, eroding the
integrity of employees and adversely
impacting the company’s reputation.
On June 11, over 90 members
attended the monthly ISCA Breakfast
Talk entitled “Economic Crimes
through Data Analysis” delivered by
Eduardo Tsang, Director, Professional
Services, ACL Services Limited.

Mr Tsang discussed various
analytic strategies that organisations
use in their respective fraud mitigation
programmes, and also presented
a framework for organisations to
effectively manage and report
economic crime risk by integrating
data within the company’s overall
governance, risk and compliance
(GRC) programmes.

ACL Services Professional Services
Director Eduardo Tsang shared with
members data analysis strategies
to combat economic crime.

The participants found the
session useful as the content is
directly relevant to their work.
Many of them expressed an
interest in participating in the
upcoming Breakfast Talks to gain
even more valuable knowledge.

Members Engagement and Events

Calendar of Events 2014
July:07

Upcoming Events

5
Jul

ISCA Games 2014

12
Aug

ACRA Information CSP Outreach
Programme

9
Jul

ISCA Breakfast Talk
Integrated Reporting

13
Aug

ISCA Breakfast Talk

Quarterly Economic Updates for CFOs

19
Aug

ACRA Information CSP Outreach
Programme

16
Jul

ISCA Mingles

20
Aug

ISCA Mingles

17
Jul

YPAC Engage

10
Sep

ISCA Breakfast Talk

17
Sep

ISCA Mingles

11
Jul

Opening Ceremony

Singapore Accountancy Convention
30 Jul
2014: Staying Ahead of the Curve
1 Aug To register,

Dialogue on Strategy of Ethics

Members’ Privileges
HARNN
10% off for purchases $100 and above
Marina Country Club @ Punggol
Introductory rate of $28 / $48 for a 2-hour
boat lesson and complimentary dining voucher
PhysioMed
Complimentary Spinal Scan and
Health consultation (worth $150)
Privé
Enjoy GSS Specials till 27 July 2014

www.singaporeaccountancyconvention.sg

Limited spaces are available for each event and they are on a first-come-first-served basis.
Dates and events are subject to change without prior notice.
For more details http://corp.isca.org.sg/membership/events-calendar

The Wine Company
10% savings on all food & wine for dine-in and
30% savings on wine by bottle for takeaway

For more details
http://members.isca.org.sg/MemberPrivilege.asp
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Combating

Money
Laundering
Accountants to Do More

C

by

Kwok Wui San & Fua Qiu Lin

riminals are
continually looking
for ways to conceal
the true origins
of proceeds of
crime. They employ
various techniques
to move illegal
proceeds around
to create distance
from the illegal
sources of those proceeds. Criminals
hope to integrate those illegal proceeds
into the financial system, allowing
them to pass those proceeds off as
“legitimate” monies.
Moving illegal proceeds around
to mask their true origins (or money
laundering) requires criminals to use
the services of others, in particular
financial institutions. Understandably,
a significant amount of focus had
been (and will continue to be)
on regulating and strengthening
preventative measures in the
financial services sector.
In recent times though, there have
been increased calls internationally for
professionals such as accountants to
do more to combat money laundering.
Criminal schemes and money
laundering techniques are constantly
evolving. Though financial institutions
July 2014
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s
A professional accountant is
required under Singapore law to
lodge a report with the Suspicious
Transactions Reporting Office,
Commercial Affairs Department, if
he knows or has reason to suspect
that any property is connected
to criminal conduct, and if such
knowledge or suspicion arose in
the course of his trade, profession,
business or employment.

1 The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) is an inter-governmental
body established in 1989 by the Ministers of its Member
jurisdictions. The objectives of the FATF are to set standards
and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and
operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist
financing and other related threats to the integrity of the
international financial system. The FATF has developed a series of
Recommendations that are recognised as the international standard
for combating of money laundering and the financing of terrorism
and proliferation of weapons of mass destruction.
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with international standards as
recommended by FATF. The public
consultation of the proposed Guide,
titled “Requirements of Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering the
Financing of Terrorism – A Guide
for Professional Accountants in
Singapore”, is now concluded and ISCA
will be issuing it in its final form soon.

Level up or risk
being held liable for
assisting in a crime

Services provided by professional
accountants can be highly sought after
as accountants possess the necessary
expertise or are able to perform
certain activities which are needed
by launderers to create successful
criminal schemes. For example:
+ Criminals exploiting accountants
to create corporate vehicles,

trusts and other complex legal
arrangements which they need to
facilitate money laundering;
+ Criminals exploiting accountants
as reputable “front men” to carry
out financial transactions on their
behalf, such as getting accountants
to establish and act as trustees of
bank accounts, and assisting the
criminals in making funds transfers
and issuing and cashing cheques;
+ Criminals wanting to mask their
identities and engage unsuspecting
accountants as nominee directors
and nominee shareholders of
companies involved in moneylaundering schemes.
A professional accountant faces the
risk of being held liable for assisting
in a crime, even though he had done
so unknowingly. Under Singapore’s

Photo Shutterstock

remain the core and traditional
avenue for laundering illegal proceeds,
in light of increased sophistication
in anti-money laundering measures
implemented by the financial
services sector, criminals are also
seeking alternative channels and
increasing the use of professionals
such as accountants as part of their
criminal activities.
To that end, the Financial Action
Task Force (FATF)1 has issued a
number of recommended antimoney laundering measures which
accountants should have in place.
These measures include customer
due diligence and record-keeping
requirements if an accountant
provides certain designated higher
risk services to clients, for example,
when they assist in the creation,
operation and management of
companies or other legal entities.
As one of the 36 member
jurisdictions of the FATF, Singapore is
committed to implement all the FATF
recommendations. In this regard,
ISCA will be issuing a new enhanced
guide for all professional accountants
(proposed Guide) that is consistent

anti-money laundering laws, the
prosecution need not prove that a
person had actual knowledge that
the proceeds are from illegal sources.
Instead, a person can be held liable
based on evidence showing that he had
“reasonable grounds to believe” that
proceeds are from illegal sources.
A defence that the accountant
either did not know or had no
reasonable grounds to believe, is to
demonstrate that he had in place and
had followed adequate anti-money
laundering measures consistent
with good industry practices. As
professionals, defending purely
on grounds of ignorance is risky,
particularly when any reasonable
person would likely have regarded the
particular facts and circumstances
to be suspicious. Without having
and taking appropriate measures

expected of a reasonable professional
accountant, the prosecution could
make a case that the accountant
is doing business on the basis of
deliberately “shutting his mind to
the obvious” (such as not having
reasonable measures on identification
of red flags so that appropriate steps
would have been taken to establish the
nature of the source of funds).
To illustrate the point, in the
appeal case of PP vs Jeanette Ang
(2011), the defendant lost her appeal
against conviction of a moneylaundering crime and her nine-month
jail sentence. The defendant had
collected approximately $2 million
from two Singaporean account holders
and remitted the funds to a stranger
in Indonesia. It was subsequently
discovered that the funds were
criminal proceeds. The Singaporeans

were money mules who received
stolen funds related to a bank fraud.
The defendant had acted upon the
instructions of the stranger and
assisted him to transfer the criminal
proceeds out of Singapore. The
judge ruled that given the suspicious
circumstances in which the monies
were handled, it would have been
abundantly clear to the defendant, as
well as to any reasonable observer,
that the monies were tainted by some
predicate improper criminal conduct
from which they had been derived.
Anti-money laundering standards
expected of professional accountants
are changing internationally and
are influencing change in Singapore.
Professional accountants will need to
evaluate the adequacy of their antimoney laundering measures against
the proposed Guide by ISCA. Overall,
July 2014
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there is an expectation for accountants
to level up, particularly those who
are providing services designated
as higher risk in the proposed Guide
and which are in line with the FATF
recommendations. Otherwise, the
accountant could face a higher risk
of being held liable for assisting in a
money-laundering crime, even though
he had done so unknowingly.

Whistleblowing against
client, including
suspicion of predicate
tax offences
A professional accountant is required
under Singapore law to lodge a report
with the Suspicious Transactions
Reporting Office, Commercial Affairs
Department (CAD), if he knows or has
reason to suspect that any property
is connected to criminal conduct, and
if such knowledge or suspicion arose
in the course of his trade, profession,
business or employment. Failure to
whistleblow is a criminal offence. Not
reporting also opens the accountant
to the risk of being held for abetting
the crime. The statutory obligation
to report suspicious transactions to
the authorities overrides any duty of
confidentiality to a client.
With effect from 1 July 2013, the
offences of tax evasion and serious
fraudulent tax evasion under the
Income Tax Act, and the offences of
tax evasion and improperly obtaining
refunds under the Goods and Services

Tax Act, have been designated as
money-laundering predicate offences.
This means that if the professional
accountant knows, or has reason to
suspect, that a client is wilfully evading
income tax or fraudulently claiming
GST refunds, he is required by law to
whistleblow to the authorities.

s
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Statutory immunity is granted from
any legal action, criminal or civil,
for breach of confidentiality arising
from having reported suspicious
transactions to the authorities as long
as the report is made in good faith, and
even if no criminal activities have been
found upon subsequent investigation.

Furthermore, whistleblowing
is also required for foreign serious
tax crimes. This means that if the
professional accountant knows or has
reason to suspect that a foreign tax
evaded is similar to a tax imposed in
Singapore, he is required by law to
whistleblow to the authorities as well.
The proposed Guide to be issued by
ISCA contains guidance to professional
accountants who provide tax services.
Such professional accountants, or tax
practitioners, should consider these as
soon as possible.
Understandably, professional
accountants fear the consequences
of reprisal for whistleblowing – for
example, the fear of potential
litigation charges from the client,
or even retaliatory acts of violence
from criminals.
Statutory immunity is granted
from any legal action, criminal or civil,
for breach of confidentiality arising

of any information or matter which
has been obtained by the authorities,
safe required by the court or law.
Where accountants know or
suspect that investigations by
the authorities are underway, the
accountant should exercise caution
not to disclose related information
to the alleged perpetrator (or any
other parties) so as to avoid tipping
(him) off. It is an offence under the
Singapore law if doing so is likely
to prejudice an investigation or
impending investigation.
In practice, there may be
circumstances which can be challenging.
In such cases, the accountant should
seek legal advice and consider checking
with the relevant authorities.

Complacency is your
worst enemy

from having reported suspicious
transactions to the authorities as long
as the report is made in good faith,
and even if no criminal activities
have been found upon subsequent

investigation. Furthermore, the
professional accountants can take
comfort that whistleblowers’ identities
are kept confidential. Our anti-money
laundering laws prohibit the disclosure

New Guidance for Professional Accountants

Currently, guidance for auditors on anti-money laundering legislations and measures are contained in the
Statement of Auditing Practice (SAP) 1 Guidance to Auditors on Money Laundering and Terrorism Financing
issued by ISCA.
The expectations on the professional accountants’ role in combating money laundering, and the
anti-money laundering measures which professional accountants should adopt, are changing. There are
greater calls internationally for all professional accountants, and not just auditors, to play their part in
combating money-laundering crimes by adopting appropriate anti-money laundering measures that are
at least to the international standards recommended by the FATF. In response, ISCA has developed and is
proposing for adoption a more comprehensive guide to all professional accountants. This proposed guide,
titled “Requirements of Anti-Money Laundering and Countering the Financing of Terrorism – A Guide for
Professional Accountants in Singapore”, is aligned to the FATF recommendations and was issued for public
consultation in May 2014.
This is an important project by ISCA. It demonstrates the commitment of the Singapore accountancy
profession to continually strengthen industry guidance to meet or exceed international standards on antimoney laundering practices. It also demonstrates our profession’s commitment to do our part in helping
Singapore meet its member-country obligation to implement all FATF recommendations.
The proposed guide, among others, will require accounting firms which carry on certain businesses
(for example, company formation services) to adopt an enhanced set of client due diligence and recordkeeping procedures. Accounting firms will also need to re-visit their current anti-money laundering
measures to ensure that they meet the requirements in the enhanced guidance.
The public consultation on the proposed guide concluded on 16 June 2014. ISCA would like to thank
those who provided their feedback. The proposed guide may be modified in light of comments received
before being issued in its final form.

A professional accountant need not
be a criminal participant in a client’s
illegal scheme to be liable for charges.
As explained earlier, if the professional
accountant is unable to establish a
reasonable defence, he is still at risk of
being held liable for assisting a moneylaundering crime.
Accountants need to be vigilant
at all times and guard against
being exploited by criminals by
implementing adequate anti-money
laundering measures. The professional
accountant shall have regard to the
proposed Guide to be issued by ISCA,
and as such, engage in good practices
to know your clients; ensure ongoing
monitoring, guidance and processes
to identify red flags, promote training
and uphold compliance and audit.
Complacency is your worst enemy.
Resting on your laurels and not being
careful give criminals the opportunity
to exploit and use you to carry out their
illegal activities. The consequences
can be severe, and the impact on your
reputation potentially irreparable. You
only need to be caught out once. ISCA

Kwok Wui San is Partner, PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP, and Fua Qiu Lin is Manager,
Technical Standards Development and
Advisory Department, ISCA.
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ICAEW-ISCA
Pathways to
Membership
A Globally Recognised, Competitive Edge

By

Siti Rozianti

W

ith countless
companies
based here and
international
news channels
and programmes
streaming into our
televisions and
mobile devices, Singapore has long
been a part of the globalised world.
How then can we ensure that our
accounting and finance professionals
have the credentials and recognition
to stand out from the competition?

Membership and
its Privileges

From now to December 2015, the
ICAEW-ISCA Pathways to Membership
programme gives eligible ISCA
members a chance to attain the globally
recognised Associate Chartered
Accountant or ACA designation from
the Institute of Chartered Accountants
in England and Wales (ICAEW).
The interest from members
has been significant since the
Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) with ICAEW was signed on
16 January 2014. More than 130
CA (Singapore) members have
26
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ICAEW Regional
Director, Southeast
Asia, Mark Billington
presented ISCA
members with details
of the Pathways
programme at an
information session
held at ISCA House.

Members learnt more
about the eligibility
criteria and received
guidance notes on the
application process.

registered their interest; of these,
110 fulfil the eligibility criteria.
The signing of the MOU also
supports ISCA’s vision to be a
globally recognised professional
accountancy body, adding value to
our members, the profession and the
wider accounting community. This
sentiment is echoed by one of the
eligible members, Ng Kian Hui.
“The Pathways to Membership
programme provides an excellent
opportunity for me to become a part
of the prestigious ACA international
network. The ACA qualification will
definitely enhance my credentials and
provide the competitive edge in the
professional arena,” said Mr Ng, Audit
Partner, BDO LLP.

The criteria state that the
individual must have been a full
ISCA member for at least five years,
be of good standing and possess
relevant post-qualification working
experience in an accounting and/or
business environment.

Hot Dates to Keep

Eligible members would then have up
to December 2015 to qualify based
on their experience. Applicants have
to pass an Examination of Experience
to meet ICAEW’s admission
requirements, and be supported
by a sponsor who has to verify that
the information submitted is a true
representation of the work done by
the applicant.

PATHWAYS TO MEMBERSHIP

Eligibility Criteria
+ A full member of the Institute
of Singapore Chartered
Accountants living and working
outside the UK
+ Have a minimum of five years full
membership with the Institute
+ Have a minimum of five years
relevant post-qualification
experience in an accounting and/
or business environment
+ Have an eligible sponsor to
support the application.

Sponsor Criteria
A sponsor’s role is to verify that
the information provided in the
application is accurate and a true
representation of the work done.
Sponsors must be either:
+ An ICAEW Chartered
Accountant, or
+ A member of a body with which
ICAEW has a current reciprocal
membership agreement
+ For the above two criteria, the
sponsor must have worked with
the applicant for at least three of
the last five years.
ICAEW and ISCA representatives met with
interested members at the workshop on
Examination of Experience.

WHAT MEMBERS SAY:
The ICAEW-ISCA Pathways
programme is a noteworthy
platform for ISCA members
to gain admission into the prestigious
ICAEW membership.”

Joseph Wong

Senior Partner, JPL Wong & Co
The Pathways to
Membership programme
provides an excellent
opportunity for me to become a part
of the prestigious ACA international
network. The ACA qualification
will definitely enhance my
credentials and provide
the competitive edge in
the professional arena.”

Ng Kian Hui

Audit Partner, BDO LLP

Using specific examples from
their work in the last five years, the
examination is designed to assess
an applicant’s past experiences and
achievements, planning and analytical
skills, professional judgement, quality
of thought and awareness of current
and technical issues.
For members who are worried
about not having the time to take
an exam, fret not. The Examination
of Experience is a take-home exam
that applicants can complete in their
own time, as long as it is submitted to
ICAEW by the stipulated deadlines.
There are two deadlines per year with
the 2014 deadlines falling on 4 July
2014 and 12 December 2014.
In light of the July 4 deadline,
ISCA has collaborated with ICAEW
to conduct information sessions
promoting the programme at various
firms and at ISCA House. A workshop
on the Examination of Experience
for the ICAEW-ISCA Pathways to

For more information on the Pathways and to register your interest in the scheme, please
visit www.icaew.com/iscapathways. In the meantime, do look out for future ICAEW-ISCA
Pathways information sessions and workshops. For companies which are interested in
conducting inhouse sessions, please contact the ISCA membership team at 6597-5541.

Alternatively, should the applicant
work in an ICAEW-authorised
training employer (ATE) firm,
the qualified person responsible
for training (QPRT) or person
responsible for training (PRT) may
act as a sponsor. He or she must
have been in the position for at least
12 months.

Membership programme was also
conducted. During this session, guides
and tips on how best to answer the
questions were given.
An attendee at the workshop,
BDO’s Mr Ng said, “I found the ICAEWISCA Pathways to Membership session
conducted by ICAEW and ISCA very
informative as it also highlights the
key focus and requirements of the
Examination of Experience.”
While the July 4 deadline may
be over, ISCA and ICAEW are looking
at conducting more information
sessions and workshops in October
2014 in preparation for the upcoming
12 December 2014 deadline. ISCA
Siti Rozianti is Executive, Member
Administration, ISCA.
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Financial Crime

Strategy
Tackling a Trillion-dollar Issue

by

Tim Phillipps

I
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n March 2014,
Deloitte held
Financial
Crime Strategy
conferences
in Singapore,
Jakarta and Hong
Kong. Choosing
Singapore as the
first location
globally to launch the programme,
the three-city symposium series,
sponsored by IBM, gave delegates –
senior decision-makers within the
risk compliance and legal functions
– an overview of the financial crime
challenges they face, and the steps
needed to successfully deal with
those challenges.
Delegates heard presentations on
the regulatory environment, industry
trends, analytics, technology and
target operating models, and were
asked polling questions throughout the
day. After lunch, delegates attended
interactive breakout sessions.
During these sessions, they spent 15
minutes with four sets of facilitators.
Discussion was focused on key
financial crime strategy themes –

barriers, drivers, risks and analytics.
The objective of the sessions was to
enable participants to share their
views on the main issues they are
encountering in financial crime.
It became clear that financial crime
is an ever-present threat for financial
services organisations. The value of
what criminals take is only part of the
cost – there are also penalties, civil
judgements, and the cost of conducting
investigations… and that’s not yet
counting the massive costs associated
with reputation.
Corporate officers feel a perfect
storm of pressure. Bribery, fraud,
and cyber crime keep getting more
sophisticated. Regulatory agencies
demand more accountability. And
as business embraces globalisation,
it encounters nuanced new cultural
and legal challenges. A fragmented
approach isn’t enough, and neither is
a purely reactive one.
Despite these challenges,
many current financial institution
approaches to financial crime often
remain a patchwork of fragmented,
inefficient and ineffective efforts
designed around a discrete set of
compliance chores. Simply stated,
financial services companies can
no longer take the “bare minimum”
approach to compliance. They need
to invest in creating an integrated
approach to the risk of financial crime
to protect themselves not only from
serious financial repercussions, but
damage to their brand reputation
as well.

Money, the root of
all evil?
Financial crime is a well-known and
widespread problem that impacts
brand value and reputation, goodwill,
and revenue of many organisations.
For example, money laundering
alone is estimated to be in the
region of USD2 trillion per annum.
In addition to the risk of losses from
the financial crime itself, companies
also face spiralling costs in related
areas. Compliance with increasing
regulation, ongoing crime detection
efforts, internal investigations of
potential wrongdoing, external
enforcement actions and any
associated fines and penalties, class
action lawsuits, and other litigation
are among the factors driving up both
the costs and risks associated with
financial crime. In order to effectively
detect, assess, prevent, and respond to
financial crime, organisations should
consider a more strategic and holistic
risk management approach.
So what exactly do we mean
by financial crime? From fraud
to electronic crime, from money
laundering to bribery and corruption,
from market abuse and insider dealing
to sanctions – all of these forms of
financial crime are on the rise and
share a common denominator: money.
Companies are managing the risks
associated with financial crime in a
variety of ways. Compliance-based
approaches addressing particular

s

The infrastructure to
prevent financial crime
may be sound, but its
effectiveness still depends
on execution, on individuals
doing the right thing at the
right time – culture is what
enables and drives those
appropriate behaviours.
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risks in a siloed or piecemeal fashion
are giving way to holistic approaches
that look at many types of financial
crime risk across the organisation.
Regulators expect to see this risk-based
approach, yet still expect an overall
compliance strategy. Regulators are
looking for someone such as a Chief
Compliance Officer or Chief Legal Officer
to have overarching responsibility.
Overall, the trend is toward a broader
risk-based approach with shared
responsibility by management, staff, the
Board of Directors, and internal audit.
Accomplishing this transition typically
involves a focused change management
effort for the organisation.
With this in mind, why do
companies’ compliance, antifraud, anti-money laundering, and
similar programmes fail? Failure to
prevent or detect issues is often not
because the programmes or controls
themselves are lacking. More often,
it’s a failure of culture and a lack of
effective change management. For
example, senior leaders may not
be setting a strong or consistent
tone at the top about acceptable
and unacceptable behaviours. Or
perhaps there isn’t enough attention

s
Simply stated, financial
services companies
can no longer take
the “bare minimum”
approach to compliance.
They need to invest in
creating an integrated
approach to the risk of
financial crime to protect
themselves not only
from serious financial
repercussions, but
damage to their brand
reputation as well.

Key Observations

Source: Financial Crime Strategy Report, Deloitte
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Delegates clearly recognised the need to deal with financial crime
holistically and identified the following issues as critical to their financial
crime strategy formulations:
+ The cost, both financial and reputation, of non-compliance is increasing.
+ A holistic change management process is an important factor in an
effective financial crime strategy.
+ With ever-increasing and more complex threats, financial crime
benchmarking should be comprehensive and conducted regularly.
+ There are increasing regulatory requirements from local, regional and
global stakeholders.
+ There is an increasing need for an analytical understanding of
financial crime.
+ The complexity of implementing and ongoing management of financial
crime analysis and reporting is becoming a major issue for organisations.
+ Technology is key in highlighting potential areas of risk and allowing them
to be more focused or targeted in their efforts to combat financial crime.
+ Organisations’ financial crime approaches are constantly changing and
evolving to deal with new issues.

paid to getting the buy-in from the
lines of business for new policies
or processes. Or staff training and
awareness efforts may be lacking.
The infrastructure to prevent
financial crime may be sound, but
its effectiveness still depends on
execution, on individuals doing the
right thing at the right time – culture
is what enables and drives those
appropriate behaviours.
It’s clear that technology also
plays a critical part in combating
financial crime. Technology tools
can give organisations a more
holistic view of their data, highlight
potential areas of risk and allow
them to be more focused or targeted
in their efforts to combat financial
crime. Advanced analytics may
help companies be more predictive

in identifying trends and patterns
indicative of financial crime risk that
are not otherwise easily discernable.
Overall, the emphasis today is on
prevention and/or early detection;
leveraging technology and analytics
to proactively identify issues or
potential issues before they turn into
front-page news.

Different locations,
different challenges

Throughout the conference, the polling
responses and breakout sessions
clearly indicated that financial crime
is a key issue for organisations. For
example, Singapore and Hong Kong
respondents both agreed that their
organisation’s operational structure
posed the greatest financial crime
challenge while nearly half of Jakarta

delegates noted that their greatest
challenge is related to external change
such as economic, geopolitical and
market drivers.
Regulatory change is also clearly
a key concern for industry – the vast
majority of delegates agreed that
regulatory change will increase
in Asia in the coming five years.
Interestingly, not one delegate in
Jakarta believed that regulatory
change will reduce in the coming
years. Not surprisingly, the majority
of respondents noted that their
organisation addressed regulatory
change in both a tactical and strategic
manner. Jakarta organisations appear
to possess more of a calculated
approach, with 26% of respondents
advising that they respond
strategically.

In closing the Asia-Pacific
events, delegates noted that it is
crucial to implement an integrated
approach which enables firms
to seek out additional synergies
between financial crime intelligence
and customer intelligence, thereby
creating opportunities to improve
customer service and add more
business value. The delegates clearly
agreed that an integrated approach
is required as polling results
indicated that they expect to react
to regulatory, organisational and
cultural financial crime changes in
the months and years ahead. ISCA

The Deloitte Asia-Pacific Financial Crime Strategy
Report is available at www.deloitte.com/view/en_SG/
sg/services/financial-advisory/forensic

Tim Phillipps is Global Leader – Deloitte Forensic.
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The Philippines
as an Investment
Destination
Good Potential till 2022

by

Roddy Adams
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frameworks. Multilateral agencies
will continue to play a key role in
providing the fuel for growth not only
in terms of financing but also regarding
advisory support.
While political stability in the region
is on the rise, the next two years will
be vital for affirming this. Elections
are taking place this year in Indonesia
and next year in Myanmar, and there is
ongoing political unrest in Thailand.
If these events pass peacefully,
private capital may flow more readily
into ASEAN where it is welcomed to
fund the huge pipeline of projects
being planned.
In this article, we will provide
an overview of the infrastructure
market and investment climate in
the Philippines.

Key Observations
GDP Growth

The Philippines has seen an impressive
improvement in its GDP growth rate,
nearly doubling from 3.64% to 6.82%1

in 2011 to 2012. However, the growth in
the fourth quarter of 2013 was limited
by the impact of Typhoon Haiyan,
which had disrupted exports and
productive capacity in the Philippines.
Nevertheless, the impact on the
economy is expected to be small, with
GDP growth expected to be sustained at
above 6% in 2014.
The recent healthy economic growth
can be attributed to the improvements
in political stability and the introduction
of fiscal reforms by the Aquino
administration since 2010, which have
improved investor sentiments and
strengthened public finances.
Improvements in the business
environment can be seen in the
improved rankings from 148th in
1
World Economic Outlook 2013, International Monetary Fund
2
The Philippines: Industry Benefits from Risking FDI (June 2013),
Oxford Business Group
3
Philippines Business Forecast 2Q2014: What is Holding Back
Philippines FDI by Aya Lowe (July 2013), Business Monitor
4
Bloomberg Markets 2004
5
Philippines Business Forecast 2Q2014: What is Holding Back
Philippines FDI by Aya Lowe (July 2014), Business Monitor
6
World Investment Report 2013, United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development
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he ASEAN infrastructure market
holds huge potential over the next
decade with an estimated USD60
billion needed per year until 2022 to
fulfil all the infrastructure needs in
the region. The energy and transport
sectors are expected to make up the
biggest proportion of this investment.
With slow growth expected to
continue in the mature markets of North
America and Western Europe, more
investors may choose to venture into the
markets of ASEAN. While the operating
environment in parts of ASEAN
has traditionally been challenging,
government reforms are now underway
across the region with many countries
updating their policy frameworks to
attract investors.
For many governments in ASEAN,
Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs),
with private finance used to help fund
the cost of construction, is widely seen
to be a key ingredient in spurring the
much-needed infrastructure growth
as government budgets for capital
spending are limited.
Many ASEAN countries have
set up PPP units to oversee the
implementation of PPP projects,
but further development is needed
to enhance the robustness of their

s
2011 to 108th in 2013 in the World
Bank’s Doing Business report. The
Philippines’ domestic consumption is
highly dependent on remittances from
overseas Filipino workers which make
up 8.9% of the GDP. These remittance
inflows have proved to be resilient to a
slowdown in global growth.
More importantly, the
manufacturing sector, which led the
10.9% increase in industrial activity
in 2013, is a key driver of GDP growth.
Since the Philippine Economic Zone
Authority (PEZA) was set up in 1995,
the network of free zones has increased
from 16 to 277 in 2012.2
Half of the free zones consists of
IT centres, while manufacturing has
48 free zones.3 The burgeoning
economic activities in these free zones
have driven the economic growth seen
in recent years.

Net FDI Growth

Overall, net FDI growth has seen
an improvement, partly due to the

Strong macroeconomic
fundamentals in the Philippines,
coupled with rising costs and
political tensions in neighbouring
countries, are making the country
an increasingly attractive
investment destination in Asia.
Particularly, its available land
and mining resources open up
many opportunities to investors
interested in renewable energy
and mining investments.
government’s budget attracting
substantial foreign interest. The
Philippines’ equities market has
generated significant bullish foreign
activity, with the Philippines Stock
Exchange index (PSEi) gaining around
96% between January 2010 and
December 2013.4
In 2013, FDI is expected to be
significantly higher, with the first half of
the year experiencing a 127% growth in
FDI over 2012, with an overwhelming

majority of 73% of investments in Q2
coming from the US.5
Despite the improvements in FDI
growth, the Philippines has continued
to lag behind its peers, with its 2012
USD2.8-billion inflows slower than
Indonesia’s USD19.8 billion, and
Vietnam’s USD8.4 billion.6 This is
mainly due to existing limitations
with caps on foreign ownership,
restrictions on business activities
and land ownership.
July 2014
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s
...the manufacturing sector,
which led the 10.9% increase
in industrial activity in
2013, is a key driver of GDP
growth. Since the Philippine
Economic Zone Authority
(PEZA) was set up in 1995,
the network of free zones
has increased from 16 to
277 in 2012. Half of the
free zones consists
of IT centres, while
manufacturing has 48
free zones. The burgeoning
economic activities in
these free zones have
driven the economic growth
seen in recent years.
Restrictive Foreign
Ownership Legislation
The Philippines has generally fared
poorly in the ease of doing business
index, as its policies continue to be
restrictive despite reform efforts to
amend its closed-door policies. Its
60/40 foreign ownership law imposes
an ownership cap on foreigners, with
land and corporate ownership requiring
at least 60% Filipino ownership.
The Regular Foreign Investment
Negative List also restricts investment
areas and economic activities from
foreign investment and ownership,
and this list was recently expanded in
October 2012 by President Benigno
Aquino III. Analyst observations reveal
that only the retail and gambling
sectors have been opened up to foreign
investors so far. In addition, there
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Opportunities for
Greater Foreign
Investment

Special export zones in the Philippines,
which allow multinationals to benefit
from financial incentives such as six
years of tax exemptions, as long as
outputs are for export, provide great
opportunities for enhanced business
efficiency and investment returns.
Strong macroeconomic
fundamentals in the Philippines,
coupled with rising costs and political
tensions in neighbouring countries,
are making the country an increasingly
attractive investment destination in Asia.
Particularly, its available land and mining
resources open up many opportunities to
investors interested in renewable energy
and mining investments.

Infrastructure Needs
When Typhoon Haiyan desolated the
infrastructure of the Philippines last
year, it revealed how fragile and patchy
the country’s infrastructure was. In
terms of infrastructure quality and
competitiveness, the Philippines is
ranked 96th out of 148 countries, with
a score of 3.40 out of a possible seven
in the World Economic Forum’s Global
Competitiveness Report.8
In order to sustain its growth
momentum, the government has said it
needs to raise infrastructure spending
from around 3% of GDP now to 5%
to 7% of GDP annually.9 The amount
of infrastructure investment required
by the country is estimated to be
approximately USD110 billion between
the period 2013 to 2020.10
The Philippine government
announced it would be embarking on

Photo Shutterstock

7
“Gov’t urged to review investment policies” by Kathleen A.Martin,
February 2014, The Philippines Star
8
The Global Competitiveness Report 2013–2014, The World
Economic Forum (2013)
9
“Philippines to award 15 PPP projects by 2016”, Reuters,
19 December 2013
10
“ASEAN’s half a trillion dollar infrastructure opportunity”,
Goldman Sachs Economics Research, May 2013
11
“Philippine government announces major infrastructure projects”,
Gulf News, 23 November 2013
12
PPP Country Profile: Philippines, ERIA, February 2013
13
“Neda board approves 7 infrastructure projects worth P184.2b”,
Lailany P.Gomez, Manila Standard, 22 November 2013
14
Project Development and Monitoring Facility Guidelines, Public-Private
Partnership Center, Republic of the Philippines, accessed 9 March 2014
15
National Budget Circular No. 538, Department of Budget and
Management, Republic of the Philippines, 22 March 2012

seems to be a growing gap between the
approved amount of investments and
realised investments, with the difference
hitting about USD3 billion in 2012.7
With the government recognising
the importance of FDI in achieving
a sustainable 6% to 7% annual
economic growth, more policy reforms
may be implemented in the short to
medium term.

a PHP184.2-billion (USD4.1-billion)
infrastructure building programme.
The scheme, to be implemented over
a period of several years, will involve
seven projects which will be undertaken
together with the private sector under a
PPP scheme.11 The projects aim to build
and rehabilitate vital infrastructure such
as airports, light rail transits, hospital
and others to improve the delivery of
basic services and movement of trade.

Infrastructure
Project Procurement
Framework

Since the landmark Build-OperateTransfer (BOT) Law was passed
in 1990, the Philippines’ major
infrastructure projects have been
largely procured using PPPs. Based on
a study commissioned by the Asian
Development Bank, the Philippines

is ranked the highest in terms of PPP
readiness in the ASEAN region, with its
good overall legal framework.
In 2010, the BOT Center was
renamed the PPP Center; it is
attached to the National Economic
and Development Authority (NEDA),
the main government coordinating
and monitoring agency for the PPP
Programme.12 As part of the Philippine
Development Plan 2011–2016, PPP is
being used as a strategy to accelerate
infrastructure development, through
the PPP Center as the main facilitator to
encourage private sector participation.
In November 2013, the Philippines
government announced it would be
embarking on a PHP184.2-billion
infrastructure building programme.
This consists of three rail projects
and one airport, transport terminal,
hospital, and water supply projects.

Of the seven projects approved by
the NEDA Board, six will be undertaken
through a PPP model.13 Government
support for PPP projects are provided
in two forms:
Project Development and
Monitoring Facility (PDMF)
A revolving pool of funds that is
made available to implementing
agencies to fund advisory services
for all stages of project development
and capacity building.14
Strategic Support Fund
A lump sum appropriation lodged in the
budget of implementing agencies
to fund the government’s share for
PPP project components such as rightof-way acquisitions and resettlements.
The amount must not exceed 50% of
the total project costs.15 ISCA
Roddy Adams is Head, Asia-Pacific
Infrastructure Market, KPMG in Singapore.
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Weakness Remains
in an Improving
Global Economy

ASEAN More at Risk than Other Geographies
From

ICAEW’S Economic Insight

T

his year will be a challenging one
for Southeast Asian economies.
Having recently weathered
January’s emerging markets sell-off,
ASEAN now faces a global economic
environment that presents further
uncertainty and some challenges. The
second half of 2013 and beginning of
this year may be viewed as financial
markets adjusting to the “tapering” of
US Federal Reserve asset purchases.
At the same time, China, for so
long the engine of the area’s growth, is
showing signs of slowing as it changes
from an investment to a consumptionled economic growth model. While
there is little doubt that the overall
global economy is improving, there
remains significant downside risks to
economic performance and Southeast
Asia is more at risk from these than
many other parts of the world.

s
Uncertainty over future
developments in Indonesia and
Thailand means confidence
is likely to be slightly lower
during 2014. Our projections
are that FDI will start to
grow again during this year
for Singapore and Malaysia,
and will return to growth
from 2015 for Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand.
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Less-developed
economies still
struggle with
commodity dependence
Commodity dependence is on average
linked to low development – as both
a cause and a consequence – though
there are notable exceptions, such
as Australia. The three moderately
advanced economies of Southeast
Asia – Indonesia, the Philippines and
Thailand – do not have sufficient
physical and human capital to produce
as many high value-added goods and
services. The three least developed
economies produce even more by way
of commodities. For instance, in 2012,
33% of Indonesian exports consisted
of fuels and related materials and 12%
consisted of animal and vegetable oils,
fats and waxes. On the other hand,
19% and 0.1% of total Singaporean
exports consisted of those two
commodities, respectively – and many
of these exports are simply passing
through rather than produced by
Singapore, though trade statistics do
not tend to make the distinction.
While exports of any sort are
vulnerable to global conditions,
commodities can be particularly
prone to sudden changes. Having
a strong commodity export sector
also tends to keep currency values
relatively high, which makes it
harder for other sectors to compete.
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Figure 1 Most economies set for better GDP growth in 2015
as FDI settles and exports pick up
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This often makes it difficult for
developing countries to escape
commodity dependence for higher
value-added exports.

Transiting to high
value-added exports

In very stylised terms, East Asian
development can be looked at as a
series of waves of industrialisation,
where the current, third wave of
countries undergoing the most rapid
industrialisation includes Thailand,
the Philippines, Indonesia, parts of
China and, to a lesser extent, Vietnam.
In the first wave, Japan led the
process of industrialisation in East
Asia, with the four “tiger” economies
of Singapore, Hong Kong, South Korea
and Taiwan following in the second
wave shortly after. In developmental
terms, Malaysia is nearer to this
second wave than to the current one.
The development of the third wave
will be crucial for the development
of the Southeast Asian economy
as the process is dynamic and
interdependent. It is driven partly by
the first country – Japan – as its native
firms shift from being low-value
assemblers to high-value assemblers,
and finally up to researchers and
developers of new products. As firms
do this, they are likely to outsource
the lower-value activities to lowerwage economies, such as the nearby
economies in Taiwan or South Korea.
Japan now sits at the highest research
and development (R&D) tier of the
manufacturing supply chain, while
the “tiger” economies are currently
involved in both R&D and high-value
assembly. In 2012, 39% of Malaysian
goods exports were in high-skill and
technology-intensive manufactures,
whereas the corresponding figure
for Indonesia was 11%.
In ASEAN, high-value manufacturing
accounts for a greater share
of exports than medium-value
manufactures. However, the middle
three economies (Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand) export
a smaller share of high-value than
Singapore and Malaysia, whereas
july 2014
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the sub-groups rank the other way
around when it comes to mediumvalue manufacturing.
Two things must happen to
allow this transition to higher-value
manufactures. The first is investment
in education and skills, which is
generally government-led, though the
private sector has a key role at higher
levels. The second is large-scale
investment in production, which may
be government-facilitated but will
generally be private sector-led, often
by a foreign private sector.
To move from commodities to
manufacturing and services requires
a sustained effort in building human
capital – the productive skills
and knowhow of the labour force.
While Indonesia, Thailand and the
Philippines have yet to accomplish
this to a great extent, the two smaller
nations, Singapore and Malaysia,
have achieved levels of human capital
that put them among the ranks of
advanced economies.

Obstacles remain
in higher education
and creating a
knowledge economy
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The Southeast Asian region can
undoubtedly become an important
part of the global knowledge
economy. This transformation has
already begun, looking at Singapore’s
established clout in innovation
or at capacity building from low
foundations in Vietnam. The question
is therefore one of extent – will
high-tech firms thrive only in small
pockets or will it extend to become
an employer of significant numbers
of the population in high value-added
activity? The answer to this will
depend partly on the extent to which
investment catalyses high valueadded sectors of the economy.

FDI is returning to
Southeast Asia

The future paths of US monetary
policy and Chinese growth prospects
are likely to clarify over the course
of the year, meaning markets will
be less skittish over emerging
economy investments. We expect that
Singapore and Malaysia will finish
this year with higher net Foreign
Direct Investment (FDI) flows, driven
by confidence in Singapore, while the
sub-group including Indonesia, the
Philippines and Thailand, will stay
on a slightly downward path before
taking off next year. Uncertainty over
future developments in Indonesia
and Thailand means confidence is
likely to be slightly lower during 2014.
Our projections are that FDI will
start to grow again during this
year for Singapore and Malaysia,

and will return to growth from
2015 for Indonesia, the Philippines
and Thailand.
As these economies grow
wealthier, FDI will increasingly be
driven by consumption rather than
production. It is cheaper to produce
near or within final demand markets,
and the large populations of Southeast
Asia should provide increasing
numbers of affluent consumers.

Emerging markets
sell-off should mark
end to large outflows
in near term
Malaysia is no longer in current
account deficit and its fiscal deficit
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The five large ASEAN economies –
Indonesia, Thailand, Singapore,
the Philippines, and Malaysia – have
achieved good levels of schooling.
Smaller economies such as Cambodia,
Vietnam, Myanmar and Laos lag behind.
But in order to move up to the
highest R&D tier of production,
economies need to have the
requisite engineering and science
skills to master them. Good quality
universities at this stage become
essential to a country’s development.
Singapore has one engineering
student for every 81 inhabitants.
Malaysia is a little lower with
one engineering student for
approximately every 121 inhabitants,
and the other ASEAN economies lag
behind with one engineering student
for approximately every 250 to 300
inhabitants or fewer. This points to a
clear opportunity for improvement for
the latter group of economies.

s
The Southeast Asian region
can undoubtedly become an
important part of the global
knowledge economy. This
transformation has already
begun, looking at Singapore’s
established clout in innovation
or at capacity building from
low foundations in Vietnam.

has narrowed recently. It is unlikely
to face great outflows. However, it
will need to pay down some of its
government debt if it is to avoid facing
the same situation in future. This will
mean low government spending which
could weaken demand. Strong private
sector demand should compensate,
while exports will gain a boost from
the recent depreciation of the ringgit .
Malaysia is projected to maintain solid
growth of around 5% per year over
2014 to 2016.
Indonesia will struggle to draw
investment back in the short term.
It is especially vulnerable to a rise
in global interest rates – expected
to come when the recovery has

strengthened further in advanced
economies – as this would make
it more expensive to cover these
shortfalls through borrowing. The
rupiah has stabilised and is now up
6% since the beginning of the year to
date, suggesting that the divestment
passed its worst in January.
Singapore has used its strong
fiscal position from years of surpluses
to run an expansionary government
budget with a small deficit. This will
support demand over the year to
come. Certain elements, such as extra
student grants, better healthcare
coverage and grants for small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs),
have positive implications for

growth in the long term. However,
as a high-income economy, Singapore’s
growth rate will naturally be lower
than its neighbours’.
Political unrest pushed growth in
Thailand to 0.6% quarter-on-quarter
during the last quarter of 2013, down
from 2.7% during the third quarter.
A substantial fall in tourism revenue
is likely to have a wider economic
impact. Domestic consumption will be
constrained by high household debt
levels, and investment will fall in turn
due to uncertainty over the eventual
outcome of the turmoil. Cebr’s growth
forecast for Thailand for 2014 has
therefore been cut from 4.4% to 3.5%,
though prolonged unrest could push it
down further.
The Philippines is facing some
unemployment problems apart from
the aftermath of Typhoon Haiyan.
Its close trading links with the US
should stimulate trade to an extent,
but unemployment will put drag on
demand as well as potentially keep
investor sentiment lukewarm in the
shorter term. Growth projection for
this year has been pushed down from
6.8% to 6.5%, though reconstruction
work may provide a boost.
Though Vietnam’s innovationeconomy activities are likely to
fuel growth in the medium term,
at present, they account for just
1% of national output and do not
significantly outstrip the economy’s
overall growth, which has been rapid.
Vietnam still has significant growth
in the mining sector, suggesting
dependence on commodities will
continue in the short term.
Cambodia, Laos and Myanmar
are forecast to have higher growth
rates as their economies are
much smaller. Laos is currently
enjoying high demand for many of
its commodities which are feeding
production elsewhere in the region,
particularly China. ISCA

Adapted from the Institute of Chartered
Accountants in England and Wales (ICAEW)’s
Economic Insight: Southeast Asia 2Q2014
report. The publication is a quarterly forecast
for the region prepared by ICAEW’s partner
Cebr for the finance profession. For the full
report, please visit www.icaew.com
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Anti-avoidance
Within and
Beyond

A Multi-country Insight to Anti-avoidance Laws

by

Eileen Goh

T

o understand Singapore’s
legislation on anti-avoidance,
which is set out in Section 33
(S33) of the Income Tax Act (ITA), it is
vital to understand the anti-avoidance
laws of various countries, particularly
Australia and New Zealand, as
Singapore’s legislation was crafted
based on these laws.

Anti-avoidance Laws
in Australia

Anti-avoidance Laws
in Hong Kong

Hong Kong’s legislation under Section
61A of the Inland Revenue Ordinance
is substantially similar to Australia’s
Part IVA.
40
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Anti-avoidance Laws
in New Zealand

The general anti-avoidance provision
can be found under Section BG1 of
the Income Tax Act 1994 and includes
any arrangement that directly or
indirectly reduces any liability to tax.
A scheme constitutes tax avoidance if
tax avoidance is one of the scheme’s
purpose or effect, and is not merely
incidental to the arrangement.
In New Zealand, the courts have
applied the Scheme and Purpose
approach. Under this test, it would
be relevant to consider whether
the taxpayer’s use of a specific
statutory provision is consistent
with Parliament’s purpose, as
determined by an objective analysis
of the overall scheme and purpose of
the tax legislation.
In summary, the development
of anti-avoidance legislation in
Australia was marked by the broad
transactions-based approach,
Predication Test and Choice Principle.
Subsequently, Part IVA was enacted

s
There are still
uncertainties
on how S33 is
to be applied
and some would
expect that future
anti-avoidance
cases would
involve issues
of procedural
fairness, how
the adjustments
are made by the
Comptroller and
how the taxpayer
would be able
to rebut these
adjustments.
in Australia, and similar legislation
was enacted in Hong Kong. These laws
set out more structured and specific
tests (although these tests were
not without their own procedural
challenges). In a different approach,
New Zealand’s Scheme and Purpose
Test shifts the focus entirely to
the statutory interpretation of the
relevant taxing legislation.

AQQ: Court of Appeal
Judgement

This case involved two cross appeals
against the decision of the High
Court which held that the taxpayer’s
financing arrangement amounted to

Photo Getty images

From Australian case law, it can
be seen that notwithstanding the
existence (at different points in time)
of dedicated theories on legislative
interpretation, the courts were still
able to form new principles as and
when new facts were presented
before them.
Section 260 of the Australian
Income Tax Assessment Act 1936
(upon which S33 is modelled)
was subsequently replaced by a
substantially different piece of
legislation, Part IVA of the Australian
Income Tax Assessment Act (Part IVA).

The Ngai Lik Electronics (2009)
and Shui On Credit (2009) cases
provide further details on the above
approach and it is worth noting
that these cases highlighted the
procedural difficulties of Hong
Kong’s position. Particularly, the
Commissioner had to identify with
workable clarity at an early stage, the
tax benefit that it sought to challenge;
the transaction conferring such
tax benefit and the persons having
the relevant “dominant purpose” of
obtaining the tax benefit (as set out in
Section 61A).

tax avoidance within S33 and also
held that the Comptroller had acted
ultra vires in the exercise of his power
in issuing the additional assessments
for the Years of Assessment (YAs)
2004 to 2006.
In summary, the Court found
that the arrangement constituted
tax avoidance and noted that as the
main purpose of the arrangement
was to avoid tax, it was not carried
out for bona fide commercial
reasons. The Court thus held that
the additional assessments issued
by the Comptroller for YAs 2004 to
2006 should be discharged because
the Comptroller had counteracted the
effect of the arrangement incorrectly.
The Court however found that

the Notice of Assessment for YA 2007
was valid.
Although the Court found that
the arrangement was a tax avoidance
arrangement, the Comptroller was
not able to recover substantial tax
refunds that had been paid as he had
failed to exercise his powers under
S33(1) appropriately to counteract the
tax advantage obtained. That said, the
Court left the possibility open for the
Comptroller to recover the amount
refunded to the taxpayer through
civil action.
In conclusion, the AQQ case
provided some guidance to both
taxpayers and the tax authorities on
the ambit and operation of S33. The
Scheme and Purpose Test advocated

by the Court of Appeal (and approved
in New Zealand case law) is able to
provide theoretical guidance but
may be difficult for taxpayers to
apply in practice. There are still
uncertainties on how S33 is to be
applied and some would expect
that future anti-avoidance cases
would involve issues of procedural
fairness, how the adjustments are
made by the Comptroller and how
the taxpayer would be able to rebut
these adjustments. ISCA
Eileen Goh is Tax Manager, SIATP. This article
is based on SIATP’s Authors Boost Clarity
session facilitated by Usha Chandradas and
Tang Siau Yan, Partners at Allen & Gledhill.
For more tax insights, please visit www.siatp.
org.sg
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Automatic Exchange of Tax Information

New Norm in
the Exchange of
Tax Information

Far-reaching Implications Expected

by

Eileen Goh

S

International Tax
Agreements

One of the most common international
tax agreements is a comprehensive
42
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ingapore is significantly
strengthening its framework
for international tax
cooperation. This is the result of
amendments to the Income Tax Act
under the Income Tax (Amendment)
Act 2013 which commenced
operation on 28 November 2013.
Significant changes have been made to
Singapore’s Exchange of Information
(EOI) regime.
As part of Singapore Institute
of Accredited Tax Professionals
(SIATP)’s focus on international
taxation, it organised a technical
discussion under its Tax Excellence
Decoded series, on what the new
global standard for the Automatic
Exchange of Information (AEOI)
is, the resulting impact and what
taxpayers and tax advisors need
to be aware of in this respect. The
session was facilitated by Accredited
Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST)
S. Sharma, Consultant at ATMD Bird &
Bird LLP, who shared the implications
of AEOI as tax co-operation among
governments is ramped up.

agreement for the avoidance of
double taxation agreement and the
prevention of fiscal evasion (DTA)
which is usually entered into between
two taxing jurisdictions seeking to
reduce double taxation.
Besides DTAs, another form of
international tax agreement for
exchange of information, though
rare, is an exchange of information
agreement which is only about
exchange of information for tax
purposes. Singapore currently has
only one such agreement which
is signed with Bermuda, for the
exchange of information by request
on tax matters.

Accredited Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST)
S. Sharma, Consultant, ATMD Bird & Bird
LLP, shared about the implications of AEOI.

The EOI regime in Singapore
was further changed in 2013 to
incorporate AEOI.
AEOI provides an avenue for a
systematic and periodic transmission
of “bulk” taxpayer information
by the source country (where the
information is) to the residence
country (that is, the requesting
country where the taxpayer is
resident). The information may be
about dividends, interest, royalties,
salaries or GST refunds, to name a
few. Besides financial information, the
requested information may pertain to
non-financial information such as the
change of residence by the taxpayer.
One of the key changes under the
changes in 2013 is that the Inland
Revenue Authority of Singapore
(IRAS) now possesses the ability to
provide EOI assistance in accordance
with the internationally-agreed
standard across all existing DTA
partners. This means IRAS can
entertain requests for information
even from countries where the EOI
article in its DTA with Singapore is
not updated to the internationallyagreed EOI standard or countries
with which Singapore does not have
a DTA in place.
Secondly, IRAS is no longer
required to obtain a court order to

seek restricted information from a
bank or trust company, as indicated
in Part XXB. Another key change,
as reflected in the sections of the
new Part XXB, allows Singapore to
implement its obligations under
an international tax compliance
agreement. The article allows
Singapore to enter into intergovernmental agreements (IGAs).
One IGA is the upcoming agreement
Singapore will sign with the United
States (US) to facilitate compliance
by financial institutions in Singapore
with the US Foreign Account Tax
Compliance Act (FATCA). FATCA is a
US law which requires all financial
institutions outside the US to
pass information about financial
accounts held by US persons to the
US Inland Revenue Service (US IRS)
on a regular basis.
IRAS will act on the principle of
reciprocity, which means Singapore
will provide the same level of
assistance as the other country
in information requests. With
Singapore entering into a Model I IGA
with the US, financial institutions
operating here need not enter into
individual agreements with the
US. With these legislative changes,
Singapore’s obligations extend to

Tax Changes under the
AEOI Regime
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Automatic Exchange of Tax Information

s
With ... legislative
changes, Singapore’s
obligations extend to
providing information
for tax purposes on
an automatic basis,
as opposed to upon a
request basis only.
providing information
for tax purposes on
an automatic basis,
as opposed to upon a
request basis only. The
new Part XXB contains
new sections 105O
and 105P. Regulations
may be made under
the new section 105P
to prescribe anything
that can be done in the
new part XXB. As such,
it is advisable for taxpayers and their
advisers to note the details of any
regulations that may be issued under
the new S105P on who the person
required to provide the information
is, what the specified description is,
and the time or frequency to provide
such information. Failure to comply
with S105P would be an offence,
subject to defence of reasonable
excuse. Hefty penalties involving a
fine, jail term or both may be incurred
for non-compliance.
Section 105O allows IRAS to
also use the information collected
under AEOI regime for any purpose
connected with the administration
of the Income Tax Act in Singapore,
including the investigation and
prosecution of an offence suspected
to have been committed under the
Income Tax Act.

AEOI is the New Norm
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before making the request, among
other things.
With regard to the privacy of
taxpayers, an assurance was given in
Parliament in October 2013, during
the passage of the 2013 amendments,
that the removal of the court process
does not mean IRAS will freely share
information with EOI partners.
Taxpayers will still have access to the
judicial process through the judicial
review. In addition, the safeguards
in the international EOI standard to
ensure that only clear, specific and
relevant requests are acceded to, is to
be maintained.
The incorporation of AEOI into
Singapore's tax framework as its new
norm does not mean that foreign tax
authorities cannot seek information
on a request basis. The two modes of
exchange of information, on request
basis and on automatic basis, continue
to exist together. ISCA

Eileen Goh is Tax Manager, SIATP. This article
is based on a presentation by Accredited
Tax Advisor (Income Tax & GST) S. Sharma,
Consultant at ATMD Bird & Bird LLP. For more
tax insights, please visit www.siatp.org.sg
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With these developments, IRAS is
still tasked to review every request
for information. It will evaluate the
validity of the request to ensure that

it is clear, specific and relevant. It is
now empowered to require a third
party to whom it issues a request for
information, such as the financial
institutions, not to disclose the fact or
details of the request to the taxpayer.
From the point of view of any
recipient of a notice from IRAS, it
is advisable to seek legal advice
immediately when the request is
received from IRAS. It is important to
understand the legal implications for
the compliance and non-compliance of
such a request.
Furthermore, where previously,
there was legal protection for
taxpayers whereby IRAS had to first
seek a court order to obtain restricted
information, this is no longer the
case. Instead, taxpayers may need to
initiate and seek judicial review in
the courts arising from IRAS’ actions.
On its part, IRAS must ensure that
the requesting state identifies the
taxpayer, explains why the request
is made and establishes that the
requesting state has exhausted all
other means in its own jurisdiction

Equity
Crowdfunding

Potential Financing for Local
Business Startups

by

Clarence Goh

W
Photo Shutterstock

hen Palmer Luckey wanted to
develop a new virtual reality
headset for video gaming
two years ago, he launched his own
crowdfunding campaign to generate
funding. Within a month, he had raised
over USD2.4 million from thousands
of backers who had pledged varying
amounts in exchange for “rewards” such
as limited-edition t-shirts and signed
posters. That initial funding gave Luckey

the platform to build Oculus VR, the
California-based company that he sold to
Facebook for USD2 billion early this year.
While the eye-catching acquisition
highlighted the potential of crowdfunding
for startup financing, it also raised
questions about how well it serves the
needs and expectations of participants
and stakeholders. Indeed, even as
Luckey was entitled to sell his company
to Facebook, there was dissatisfaction
among backers who had contributed
to his crowdfunding campaign but did
not have any say in the sale because
they were not actual shareholders in the
company. To that end, regulators around
the world have been looking at ways to
harness the potential of crowdfunding
while protecting the interests of
participants and stakeholders. This
comes as crowdfunding looks primed
for a period of rapid growth, with it
benefitting from growing internet
penetration and social media usage.

Equity Crowdfunding
in Singapore and
Around the World
While reward crowdfunding – where
participants contribute money to
projects in return for pre-specified
rewards – continues to be the most
popular form of crowdfunding activity,
it is actually equity crowdfunding
– where backers put money into a
company in exchange for equity stakes –
which has been identified as having the
strongest potential to emerge as a viable
new form of financing for businesses.
As a reflection of this potential,
equity crowdfunding has received
close attention here. In particular,
in presenting the 2014 Budget in
February this year, Deputy Prime
Minister and Finance Minister Tharman
Shanmugaratnam shared that the
Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS)
and SPRING Singapore are studying
the potential for equity crowdfunding
July 2014
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Globally, a key challenge to
allowing equity crowdfunding
to develop lies in ensuring
that regulations sufficiently
protect investors from the risks
involved in participating in
crowdfunded projects while at
the same time taking care not
to over-regulate the industry
such that crowdfunding becomes
unfeasible as a means of raising
funds for businesses.
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regulations that will allow ordinary
investors to participate in equity
crowdfunding. The Financial Conduct
Authority (FCA) in the UK has likewise
rolled out new rules governing equity
crowdfunding which came into effect
in April this year. Closely modelling
practices in the US and UK, the Japanese
Cabinet recently also passed the Japanese
JOBS Act with the aim of allowing equity
crowdfunding to take root in the country.
Globally, a key challenge to allowing
equity crowdfunding to develop lies in
ensuring that regulations sufficiently
protect investors from the risks involved
in participating in crowdfunded projects
while at the same time taking care not
to over-regulate the industry such that
crowdfunding becomes unfeasible as a
means of raising funds for businesses.
As an established financial hub
with aspirations to further position
itself as a premier equity crowdfunding
hub in Asia, Singapore should capitalise
on its existing regulatory and policymaking expertise to create the conditions
necessary for equity crowdfunding
to grow.

Key Considerations

What are some key considerations
in allowing and facilitating equity
crowdfunding to take root here?

Screening of investors

First, there should be measures which
only allow investors who sufficiently

understand the risks involved in equity
crowdfunding to participate in such
initiatives. Taking a leaf from current
MAS rules requiring intermediaries
offering Specified Investment Products
to first assess their customers’ relevant
experience and knowledge through a
process known as Customer Knowledge
Assessment, equity crowdfunding
platforms could similarly be made to
administer a mandatory test, to ensure
that potential investors possess the
requisite experience and knowledge
before being allowed to participate in
equity crowdfunding projects.
This screening of potential investors
may be especially important because
equity crowdfunding campaigns are
likely to be dominated by startups
looking for early-stage financing.
Statistically, many of such startups will
fail, resulting in a high probability of
investors suffering significant financial
losses. For instance, in reply to a question
tabled in Parliament in 2012, Minister
for Trade and Industry Lim Hng Kiang
stated that for every 10 new businesses
formed here, around seven to eight
would cease operations in the same year.
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here, and are looking into setting up
an appropriate regulatory framework.
Prior to this, FundedByMe, a Swedish
crowdfunding portal, had become the
first to introduce equity crowdfunding
here when it launched its Singapore
platform in December 2013.
This focus on equity crowdfunding is
timely because even as local startups can
currently raise funds from a combination
of government loans and grants, angel
investors, and injections from venture
capital funds (VCs), they still struggle for
funding at the early stage. This point was
highlighted by Deputy Prime Minister
Teo Chee Hean in his speech at the
Techventure conference in September
2013, where he noted that there remains
a general lack of early-stage financing
for startups in Singapore and the region
because startups here often find it
hard to get the attention of VCs from
other parts of the world when trying to
obtain funding. In this respect, equity
crowdfunding has the potential to fill
this existing funding gap, to become an
important source of early-stage funding
for local startups if we create the right
conditions for it to develop.
Separately, equity crowdfunding
has also received considerable attention
in other parts of the world. In the US,
following the passage of the Jumpstart
Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act which
authorises equity crowdfunding to
take place, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) is set to finalise

managers should also be explicitly
made aware of potential criminal and
civil liability that could arise from
the provision of false or misleading
statements, or from the non-disclosure
of any material fact in information
that is provided to investors. These
measures should ensure that investors
in equity crowdfunding projects have
a sound basis on which to make their
investment decisions.

Classification of development
stages

It is therefore imperative that investors
fully understand the risky nature of such
investments before putting their money
into equity crowdfunding projects.

Putting in safeguards

Second, safeguards should also be put
in place to ensure that investors in
equity crowdfunded projects are able
to withstand the higher monetary risks
inherent in such investments. Here, it
would be useful to differentiate investors
according to their abilities to absorb
possible losses from their investments.
One way to do so would be to make a
distinction between accredited investors,
as already defined in the Securities and
Futures Act, and the average investor.
Accredited investors, who, according
to the act, are individuals with net
personal assets of more than SGD2
million or annual incomes of not less
than SGD300,000, or are corporations
with net assets exceeding SGD10 million,
would presumably be able to stomach
higher losses and should accordingly
be granted more flexibility in terms
of their abilities to invest in equity
crowdfunding projects.

In contrast, the average investor,
being more likely to be much harder
hit by any losses arising from equity
crowdfunding investments, may have
correspondingly stricter limits placed on
his ability to make such risky investments
in order to cap possible losses at
manageable levels.
As an added measure to limit the
potential fallout and cumulative financial
losses arising from the failure of any
single equity crowdfunded startup,
ceilings could also be considered to
restrict the maximum amount of equity
that a startup can raise via crowdfunding.

Relevant information disclosure

Third, it is important to ensure that
information provided by equity
crowdfunding campaigns is relevant to
investment decisions and is of sufficiently
high quality.
In this respect, regulation should
be considered for a minimum set of
pertinent information that must be
disclosed in a transparent manner in
every equity crowdfunding campaign.
Further, to ensure the veracity of
disclosed information, campaign

To provide further clarity to potential
investors about the nature and
intended use of any funds raised,
crowdfunding platforms could also
classify crowdfunding campaigns
according to the stage of development
that the startups seeking funding are
at. This suggested classification can
be conceptually similar to the current
practice in venture funding where
funding rounds are classified according
to categories such as Seed, Series A,
or Series B rounds, with companies
at different progressive stages of
development and with various stages of
funding histories being categorised as
participating in different funding rounds.
A viable classification system would
provide potential investors with a useful
way to understand and gauge how
invested funds are likely to be used,
and the level of risk involved in each
crowdfunding project.

As we have seen, crowdfunding has
the potential to emerge as a viable form
of financing for startups here. Singapore,
as a well-trusted financial hub of long
standing, is well placed to leverage on
its range of expertise to be among the
first in the region to create a conducive
ecosystem for equity crowdfunding to
develop in a manner that recognises
the interests of all stakeholders, and to
emerge as a leading equity crowdfunding
hub in Asia. ISCA

Clarence Goh is Research Manager, ISCA.
This article was first published in The
Business Times on 7 June 2014. Reproduced
with permission.
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The Silver Lining
in Multiple
Directorships

Firms Benefit from Wider Contacts and Experience

by

Lee Kin Wai

I

t is generally believed to be
detrimental for a company if its
board directors hold several other
board positions elsewhere. The idea is
that a director is less likely to be able
to effectively oversee a firm if he is
too busy with similar responsibilities
for many other organisations. Hence,
directors who sit on multiple boards
often attract more regulatory scrutiny
amid an increased emphasis on
corporate governance.
Yet this theory of multiple
directorships being harmful to a firm
may not be universally true.
A recent study I conducted with
Professor Lee Cheng Few of Rutgers
Business School found that multiple
directorships can actually be positive
for certain types of firms – it all
depends on the characteristics of the
firm, and the regulatory environment
in which it operates.

The argument against
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Thus, if the firm's directors are
seen as being overstretched, their
ineffective monitoring of the firm is
felt more acutely.

Multiple benefits

Why, then, do Asian firms tend to
appoint busy directors to their boards?
As it turns out, there are two types
of companies that benefit from having
directors with multiple directorships
– those that have high advising needs
and those that need to raise a lot of
money. Firms with high advising needs
may rely on their directors for business
networking contacts and for advice
on strategic business imperatives.
These companies tend to be large and
operate across many industry and
geographic segments. Directors who
sit on multiple boards will thus be a
boon as they bring with them a wide
range of experience. Such directors
have broad knowledge of business best
practices, critical success factors and
the potential pitfalls associated with
diversification, market expansion,
mergers and acquisitions, and other
business strategies. Indeed, we found
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In general, Asian companies are
significantly more likely than
American ones to have directors who
sit on multiple boards. Studying 1,482
firms listed in Hong Kong, Indonesia,
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore

and Thailand over the period from
2001 to 2007, Prof Lee and I found
that multiple directorships are far
more prevalent in East Asia than in
the United States. In Asian companies,
43% of outside directors hold at least
three board seats, more than double
the 21% in the US. Outside directors
are members of a company’s Board of
Directors who are not employees or
stakeholders in the company. They are
paid an annual retainer fee.
Yet research has shown that
multiple directorships have an overall
negative impact on firm valuation,
as measured by the market value
of their shares to their book value
(the value of their assets according
to their balance sheets). This ratio
measures the price of a company’s
shares in relation to its net assets. In
our sample, multiple directorships
decreased shareholder value, on
average, by between USD50 million
(SGD62.6 million) and USD130 million
– equivalent to between 1% and 4%
of equity valuation. Put another way,
firms with directors sitting on several
boards were less valuable precisely
because of that factor.
The drag is greater for companies
where ownership is concentrated
and controlled by a large dominant
shareholder. Valuations of such firms
were impaired by between USD70
million and USD165 million, or between
2% and 4% of equity valuation. This
could be because in such cases, there
is greater potential for a conflict of
interest between the controlling
and the minority shareholders.

s
... we found that multiple
directorships raised the
valuation of companies with
higher advising needs by
between USD43 million and
USD61 million, or approximately
1% to 1.5% of equity valuation,
compared to firms with lower
advising needs. In other words,
the negative effect of having
busy directors is more than
offset for firms with high
advising needs.

that multiple directorships raised
the valuation of companies with
higher advising needs by between
USD43 million and USD61 million,
or approximately 1% to 1.5% of
equity valuation, compared to firms
with lower advising needs. In other
words, the negative effect of having
busy directors is more than offset for
firms with high advising needs. As
the average number of directorships
per external director for such firms
increases, their market value-to-book
value ratio also rises. The benefit
is greater for firms with broader
ownership than those that are
closely held.
A similar phenomenon can be
seen for companies that frequently
turn to capital markets to raise
funds, although the effect is smaller.
Among companies with greater
external financing needs, those that
have directors holding multiple
directorships enjoyed higher
valuations of between USD45 million
and USD60 million. Each increase in
the average number of directorships
per external director for such firms

by one standard deviation sends their
market value-to-book value ratio up by
1.1% compared to our sample average.
This is possibly because firms that
often tap capital markets are subject
to heightened scrutiny by bankers,
investors, analysts and other market
participants. This motivates even
busy outside directors to pay greater
attention to their board duties. Their
personal reputations as good monitors
and managers are on the line. If they
fail to stop the firm from investing
funds raised from the market into
value-destroying projects, their own
careers in the wider corporate world
may suffer.

Systemic factors

Beyond individual firm characteristics,
governance and institutional features
also have a bearing on the effect of
multiple directorships. In markets
with weak enforcement of shareholder
rights, firms with directors who hold
several directorships see greater
declines in their value due to the poor
monitoring attributed to busy boards.
This is combined with problems

associated with a concentrated
ownership structure.
Conversely, in more developed
markets that better support
shareholder rights, the beneficial
effect of multiple directorships for
firms with high external financing
needs is more positive.
Thus, while divided attention
can erode a director’s ability to
perform his duties well, a wide
demand for his oversight services
does signal his propensity to provide
valuable contributions.
Established companies, which
operate in strong regulatory regimes
and have well-entrenched corporate
governance practices, may find that
the value of busy directors’ experience,
expertise and contacts outweighs
their time constraints. Given the
rising focus on board independence
across Asian markets, we recommend
care and caution in balancing the
monitoring and advisory roles of
directors. It is vital to take into
account the heterogeneity in firm
characteristics, shareholder rights
and corporate ownership structures
in the design of optimal board
structures. This is especially so
for regulators considering formal
restrictions on directors serving on
multiple boards. ISCA

Lee Kin Wai is Associate Professor of
Accounting, Nanyang Business School,
Nanyang Technological University. This article,
which was first published in The Straits Times
on 10 June 2014, is based on a paper he
co-authored with Prof Lee Cheng Few, “Are
Multiple Directorships Beneficial in Asia?”,
which will be published this year in Accounting
& Finance journal.
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FINANCIAL REPORTING

ISCA Invites Comments on IASB
Discussion Paper on Macro Hedging
All comments should be sent to technical@isca.org.sg
by 25 August 2014.
For more information, please visit
http://cfr.isca.org.sg/standards/comments-to-iasb/

ISCA ISSUES COMMENT LETTER ON IFAC’S
ED ON DEVELOPING AND REPORTING
SUPPLEMENTARY FINANCIAL MEASURES
ISCA supports IFAC’s efforts to issue an international
practice guidance which seeks to establish a benchmark
for the use of supplementary financial measures, in order
to improve understanding of an organisation’s performance
among management, investors and other stakeholders.
For more information, please visit
http://cfr.isca.org.sg/standards/other-exposure-draftscomment-letters/

IASB Publishes Amendments to IAS 16,
IAS 38 and IFRS 11
IAS 16 Property, Plant and Equipment and IAS 38
Intangible Assets
The amendments to IAS 16 and IAS 38 clarified that:
− The use of revenue-based methods to calculate the
depreciation of an asset is not appropriate because
revenue generated by an activity that includes
the use of an asset generally reflects factors other
than the consumption of the economic benefits
embodied in the asset.
− Revenue is generally presumed to be an
inappropriate basis for measuring the consumption
of the economic benefits embodied in an intangible
asset. This presumption, however, can be rebutted
in certain limited circumstances.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/Publication/Pages/IASB-publishesamendments-to-IAS-16-and-IAS-38-May-2014.aspx

•

IFRS 11 Joint Arrangements
− New guidance on the accounting for the acquisition
of an interest in a joint operation that constitutes a
business has been added to IFRS 11.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/ProjectUpdate/Pages/IASBpublishes-amendments-to-IFRS-11-Joint-ArrangementsMay-2014.aspx
•

IASB Launches Web-Based IFRS
Research Centre
The IFRS Research Centre aims to facilitate communication
between IASB and the broader research community. Its
main objectives are to increase awareness of the issues that
IASB will be considering in the coming two to three years,
50
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to encourage research professionals to undertake targeted
research projects and to contribute to IASB moving to more
evidence-based standard-setting.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/PressRelease/Pages/IASBlaunches-the-IFRS-Research-Centre-April-2014.aspx

IASB Agrees to Charter of Mutual
Co-operation with Accounting
Standard-Setting Community
IASB has published an updated Charter establishing key
principles of co-operation between IASB and national
standard-setters and other accounting standard-setting
bodies, represented by the International Forum of
Accounting Standard Setters.
For more information, please visit
www.ifrs.org/Alerts/Governance/Pages/IASB-agreescharter-with-accounting-standard-setting-community.aspx

AUDITING AND ASSURANCE

IAASB Proposes Enhancements to
Auditing Standards Focused on
Financial Statement Disclosures
IAASB has released for public comment proposed changes
to the International Standards on Auditing to clarify
expectations of auditors when auditing financial
statement disclosures.
For more information, please visit
www.ifac.org/news-events/2014-05/iaasb-proposesenhancements-auditing-standards-focused-financialstatement-discl

ASEAN Audit Regulators Come
Together to Tackle Regional
Audit Quality Issues
Audit regulators from Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand
are taking steps to jointly address common threats to
audit quality in the region.
For more information, please visit
www.acra.gov.sg/components/templates/newsDetails.
aspx?id=62d8eeba-1aa6-4b1c-a681-99d385c9da20

REGULATORY

PD No. 2 of 2014 and Financial
Reporting PG No. 1 of 2014
ACRA has issued Practice Direction (PD) No. 2 of 2014 and
Financial Reporting Practice Guidance (PG) No. 1 of 2014
on 23 April 2014.
For more information, please visit
www.acra.gov.sg/components/templates/newsDetails.
aspx?id=ce42413a-6cab-4f5e-a522-530dbb446418

Technical Excellence
Sustainable Audit

Sustainable
Audit Practice

Prepare to Make Fundamental Changes

by

Fann Kor

A

1

Please refer to http://corp.isca.org.sg/technical/quality-assurance/
qa-publication for details of the full case study.
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uditors continue to lament
the escalating costs, low
audit fees and consequential
squeezed margins in the audit
practice. These factors, along with
manpower crunch issues, have
been identified as impediments to
audit quality.
Well-meaning parties would
advise the audit practitioners to
push their audit fees up to a fair level.
This is of course a logical and decent
thing to do but certain practitioners,
especially those from the SMP sector,
would tell you that competition
among audit firms is so intense that
even a mere mention of fee increase
may send their clients shopping for
alternatives. But the ugly truth is
that continuing to succumb to client
pressure to cap the fee level is not
economically viable or sustainable
in the long run.
This article seeks to examine the
repercussions in the long run for an
audit practice that does not charge
adequate audit fees, and also seeks to
propose strategies to respond to the
challenges mentioned in the preceding
paragraph. The article focuses on
audit practice of SMPs and does not
cover the practitioners’ option to
move away from audit to provide
other professional services like tax
advisory, management consulting or

other advisory types of services.
ISCA engaged four SMP
practitioners to understand from
them the cost structure of their firms
as well as the engagement team
composition, and estimated time
required to conduct an audit of a
straightforward $5-million revenue
trading company with low risk and
little complexity. We also obtained the
salary scale of the respective levels of
audit personnel from an established
recruiter so as to establish a fair
estimation of total payroll cost for
the engagement.1
The findings reveal that to
conduct the aforementioned audit
engagement, an audit firm will need
to incur a total of approximately 120
to 140 effective man-hours. This
will translate into direct payroll
cost of approximately $4,000 to
$5,000. As overheads and
other costs (such as office
rental, administrative
expenses, depreciation of
“SMPs can leverage on
equipment, utilities and
technology adoption to
transportation, to name
achieve greater audit
a few) typically account
for approximately oneefficiency and effectiveness.
third of the total payroll
Our firm has developed
cost of an audit firm,
a business application to
we are conservatively
monitor the progress and
looking at the total cost
profitability of all audit
per audit engagement of
engagements.
We leverage
approximately $5,000 to
on technology to perform
$7,000. This is not inclusive
of staff training and
certain administrative
welfare cost and bonus,
tasks, thereby allowing
which would add another
our audit professionals to
$1,000 to $2,000 to the
focus
on audit procedures
total engagement cost.
that
require
higher level of
Based on this analysis,
technical
knowledge.”
very simply, if a firm
Ng Kwong Kai
charges an audit fee
Senior Manager, K.G. Tan & Co. PAC
lower than $5,000 for the
engagement, technically
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speaking, the firm would only be able
to cover the direct manpower costs
but not employees’ training costs nor
the much-awaited year-end bonus,
and definitely not the overheads. To
curb spending, certain audit practices
pull back on professional development
and do not properly incentivise their
employees. It is no wonder that these
audit practices are not able to retain
their experienced staff.
There are cases in which firms
reduce time and cost by not performing
certain audit procedures or relegate
the work to their junior audit staff. The
common feedback received from junior
audit staff is that they were not given
enough time to complete the assigned
audit procedures or they were being
assigned tasks beyond their capability.
Consequently, audit quality suffers.
Certain practitioners feel that
they are stuck in a rut and it is hard to
get out of their current predicament.
This may not be true. There are
strategies which practitioners
can adopt to effectively manage
their manpower and cost without
compromising quality. The following
are some strategies (not in order of
importance) which practitioners can
adopt although courage is required to
step out of the comfort zone.

Review client portfolio

Streamline and standardise
relevant audit processes

Review your audit processes and
identify areas where the most time
is spent on. Without compromising
54
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Anand Patel
Director, Raffles PAC

professional judgement, seek to
streamline the audit processes
and standardise tasks. An example
would be to use standardised audit
templates and documentation
for relevant sections of audit
engagements. This will not only
help to ease the review process, it
increases familiarity among the audit
staff, especially the new joiners, with
the audit work papers.

Identify tasks that warrant
additional billing

The audit team needs to know the
fine line between the management
and audit team’s responsibilities.
Additional work that is billable needs
to be identified and communicated
with the management at an early stage.
Failing to do so will invariably result
in the firm covering a wider scope of
work without any increase in fee.

It is a known fact that client
competency drives engagement
profitability. If a client constantly
requires “additional support” from
the audit team or makes numerous
revisions to the management accounts
after the initial version has been
furnished to the audit team, audit
efficiency will drop. In certain cases,
the management simply leaves it to
the auditors to “tidy up their books”
through audit adjustments. This
mindset has to change as there is no
free lunch.

Proper planning and
close supervision

Do not underestimate the importance
of proper planning. A good audit plan
complemented with close supervision
by experienced and competent
personnel will lead to a highly
effective and efficient audit. Adequate
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Start by identifying poor paymasters,
audit engagements with poor
recovery rates coupled with audit
fees that have been stagnant for
years. Initiate discussion with the
management to gradually increase
audit fees to an acceptable level. Yes,
this is not easy but it is fundamental
to a sustainable practice. Such
engagements drain away the precious
resources from the audit practice, so
would it not make sense to muster the
courage to let them go?

s
“... we decided to overcome the
challenges by setting up a back office
in the Philippines to execute mundane
activities, thus creating time for
training and professional development
of our local staff to meet the clients’
wants. We have also invested in
various technological tools to make
communication effective with our
clients and within our organisation.”

planning helps the audit team to focus
on important areas (high-risk or areas
which require the use of judgement),
and avoid over auditing in low-risk
areas. If you want a good working
relationship with the management,
nothing beats identifying and
addressing accounting and auditing
issues early; avoid springing lastminute surprises on the management.

Embrace technology

We are living in the digital era. SMPs
should seriously explore the use of
technology to automate repetitive
and mundane tasks. The use of
technology should also be escalated to
cover practice management, process
automation and standardisation,
Computer Assisted Audit Techniques
(CAATs), as well as data analytics. In
fact, some firms are already taking a
lead in technology adoption.

“SMPs can leverage on technology
adoption to achieve greater audit
efficiency and effectiveness. Our firm
has developed a business application
to monitor the progress and
profitability of all audit engagements.
We leverage on technology to perform
certain administrative tasks, thereby
allowing our audit professionals to
focus on audit procedures that require
a higher level of technical knowledge,”
said Ng Kwong Kai, Senior Manager of
K.G. Tan & Co. PAC
Given the speed of technological
advancement, it would be of no
surprise if technology adoption
becomes a necessity and not a choice
a few years down the road.

Process re-engineering

Instead of recruiting foreign
employees to take on the lower value
and non-critical audit procedures,

SMPs can consider moving these tasks
offshore, to a lower cost structure
country. This will not only create
greater capacity in Singapore to
perform higher value-adding work, it
will also help to mitigate the effects
of the manpower crunch in Singapore.
However, SMPs which plan to embark
on this offshoring journey must put in
place proper quality controls so that
audit quality is not compromised.
“The audit profession is at the
crossroads, where not only the quality
of audits needs to be constantly
improved, the clients want valueadded services more than before.
Further, the foreign labour policy
puts extreme pressure on the
performance of audit practices. In
Raffles PAC, we decided to overcome
the challenges by setting up a back
office in the Philippines to execute
mundane activities, thus creating
time for training and professional
development of our local staff to
meet the clients’ wants. We have also
invested in various technological tools
to make communication effective
with our clients and within our
organisation. We are on our way to
overcoming our challenges, and we
believe that you can do it too,” shared
Anand Patel, Director of Raffles PAC.
Elango Subramanian, also a Director
of Raffles PAC, quipped, “You are
not alone in this journey. There are
ISCA and your fellow professionals to
provide a helping hand.”
Unlike yesterday, today’s audit
environment is becoming increasingly
challenging, and more changes are
forthcoming. Given the trend, the
need for a revolutionary change is
getting ever more acute. It is entirely
the practitioners’ choice of whether
to change or to retain the status
quo, but they should know that the
sustainability of their practice is at
stake. ISCA
Fann Kor is Assistant Director, Quality
Assurance Department, ISCA.
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Agreed-Upon
Procedures
Engagements

More than just Stating the Facts

by

Loh Chay Hiah & Alice Tan

I

f you are part of the management
team of a company, do you know
what you are getting yourself into
when you engage someone to perform
an Agreed-Upon Procedures (AUP)
engagement? If you are an intended
user of an AUP report, do you know
if it meets your needs? If you are an
audit professional engaged for an
AUP assignment, do you know
what it takes to discharge your
responsibilities? What does an AUP
really entail?

AUP Dissected

1

For the complete SSRS 4400, please go to http://caa.isca.org.sg/
standards/singapore-standards-on-related-services-ssrs
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Management and
Intended Users of
AUP Reports: A Word
of Caution

Management should remember that
AUP engagements do not provide any
assurance and hence they should not
attempt to use AUP engagements to
convey assurance on the information

upon which the procedures are
performed. They need to understand
the requirements and needs of the users
of the report. If the users are seeking to
obtain some form of assurance on the
information, an audit or a review might
be a more appropriate alternative.
Clearly understanding the objective
of the engagement, including the
users’ need for the information, is also
important as the management would
then be able to design with the audit
professionals, relevant procedures to
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An AUP engagement is an assignment
to report on factual findings. The
relevant standard governing AUP
engagements is the Singapore
Standard on Related Services (SSRS)
4400 Engagements to Perform
Agreed-Upon Procedures Regarding
Financial Information.1 The objective
of an AUP engagement is for the audit
professional to carry out procedures
of an audit nature to which the audit
professional, the management and
any appropriate third parties have
agreed on, and to report on factual

findings. Unlike a financial statement
audit, the audit professional does
not express any assurance in an AUP
engagement. Instead, users of the
AUP report assess for themselves the
procedures and findings reported
by the audit professional and draw
their own conclusions. Hence, it is
vital before the commencement of
an AUP engagement that the audit
professional, the management and
any other relevant third parties
have a clear understanding of the
objectives, procedures and conditions
of the engagement.
There is a general misconception
that an AUP engagement is a
straightforward assignment
because all that is required is for the
audit professional to perform the
procedures that have been agreed
on with the management. This
cannot be further from the truth. If
the nature of the AUP engagement
is not well understood, the quality
of work produced could eventually
be compromised and management
could be presented with meaningless
information. Therefore, it is
essential that management and audit
professionals be well-informed of the
nature and requirements of an AUP
engagement before embarking on one.

s
Management should
remember that AUP
engagements do not provide
any assurance and hence
they should not attempt to
use AUP engagements to
convey assurance on the
information upon which the
procedures are performed.
Is the audit professional an
existing auditor of the entity, and
if not, does he possess adequate
knowledge of the entity’s business
environment to design relevant
procedures to address the
engagement objectives and users’
need for the information?

The questions are not exhaustive
and more should be asked to assess
the competency of the audit
professional. At the end of the day, it
is up to management to determine if
the audit professional is capable of
carrying out the engagement.
The AUP report should be
restricted to those parties that
have agreed to the procedures to
be performed since other parties,
who are not aware of the reasons for
the procedures, may misinterpret
the results and consequently draw
inappropriate conclusions.

Audit Professionals: Be
Conscious of the Pitfalls
address the engagement objectives
and users’ needs.
Similarly, intended users of AUP
reports should know the differences
between an AUP engagement
and an assurance engagement
before prescribing the reporting
requirements. This will ensure that
the deliverables received will meet
their needs.
Another important consideration
is to hire the right person for the
job. To ensure the quality of services

rendered, what should management
look out for?
At the minimum, a detailed
discussion with the prospective
audit professional should be
conducted beforehand to assess the
following:
Does the audit professional have
the relevant skills, experience
and integrity, which gives
both management and the
intended users of the AUP report
confidence in his abilities?

Similarly, prior to agreeing to
undertake an AUP engagement, audit
professionals should discuss with
the management to understand the
objectives, scope and requirements
of the engagement, and determine
if they are equipped to carry out
the engagement effectively. This is
especially so if the audit professional
is not the existing auditor of the entity.
Audit professionals engaged for
AUP engagements should perform
their work with professional
competency and due care in
July 2014
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s
The AUP report should be
restricted to those parties that
have agreed to the procedures
to be performed since other
parties, who are not aware of
the reasons for the procedures,
may misinterpret the results
and consequently draw
inappropriate conclusions.
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entity, its business and internal
control environment, acquired over
the course of the annual audits. The
auditor is only required to perform
limited procedures to update his
understanding of the entity. On the
other hand, if the audit professional
is not the auditor of the entity, he has
to perform the review in accordance
with SSRE 2400 Engagements to
Review Financial Statements which
will require him to perform additional
procedures to gain an understanding
of the entity’s business and the
industry in which it operates, as
well as the accounting policies and
practices adopted by the entity. As the
audit professional does not ordinarily
have the same understanding of the
entity and its environment, including
its internal control, as the auditor
of the entity, he is required to carry
out different inquiries and more
procedures to meet the objective of
the review.
The audit professional should also
be alert to circumstances where an
entity is seeking to convey assurance
regarding its information through
the use of an AUP engagement.
As highlighted earlier, the audit
professional does not provide an
opinion or a conclusion in an AUP
engagement. The audit professional
should therefore be alert to the

expressions used in the AUP report and
avoid using language that may mislead
users of such reports to conclude that
the audit professional has provided
assurance over the information. For
example, expressions such as “review”,
“verify”, “assess” and “fairly stated”
should not be used in AUP reports
since in most instances, they convey
some measure of assurance.

Conclusion

While an AUP engagement and report
may not provide the users with any
assurance, such an engagement
may still be relevant in certain
circumstances, such as when users
are clear about the nature of the
procedures they want to be performed.
For AUP engagements to be useful
and acceptable, users need to be
confident of the quality of the work
performed by the audit professional
and the factual findings to be
reported. It will go a long way if all the
parties involved clearly understand
the nature of an AUP report to avoid
any expectation gap. ISCA
Loh Chay Hiah is Director, Assurance
& Professional Practice, Ernst & Young
in Singapore, and Alice Tan is Manager,
Technical Standards Development and
Advisory Department, ISCA.
The views reflected in this article are the
views of the authors and do not necessarily
reflect the views of the global Ernst & Young
organisation or its member firms.
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accordance with professional
standards. In such instances, the
audit professional has to consider if
he should obtain an understanding
of the nature of the entity’s business,
internal controls and accounting
systems in place in order to assist the
management to design appropriate
and meaningful procedures to meet
the users’ need for information.
For example, when engaged for
an AUP assignment relating to the
Statement of Expenditure (the
Statement) for grant applications, the
audit professional should consider
gaining an understanding of the
processes put in place by the entity
in managing grants and in preparing
the Statement. If internally-generated
information is used to prepare the
Statement, the audit professional
should consider determining that
the information is reliable before
using it for the AUP engagement.
Hence, depending on the nature of the
engagement, additional procedures
may be required to attain a better
understanding of the entity.
This is not too dissimilar
from review engagements. If the
audit professional is the entity’s
independent financial statements
auditor, the review is performed
in accordance with Singapore
Standard on Review Engagements
(SSRE) 2410 Review of Interim
Financial Information Performed
by the Independent Auditor of the
Entity, where fewer procedures are
prescribed as the auditor is already
expected to have knowledge of the
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Prizes Up
for Grabs

1

In “Anti-avoidance Within and
Beyond”, the development
of anti-avoidance legislation
in Australia was marked by
the broad transactions-based
approach, Predication Test and
Choice Principle.
A True

B Maybe

C False

2

In “ICAEW-ISCA Pathways
to Membership”, eligible
ISCA members have up to
December 2015 to qualify on their
experience. Applicants have to
a Sit for a three-hour written
Examination of Experience at
ISCA House to meet ICAEW’s
admission requirements.
b Pass a take-home Examination
of Experience to meet ICAEW’s
admission requirements.
c Be supported by a sponsor
who has to verify that the
information submitted is a true
representation of the work
done by the applicant.

A a only
C a and c only

B b only
D b and c only

3

In “Financial Crime
Strategy”, companies’
compliance, anti-fraud
and anti-money laundering
programmes fail not because
of the programmes or controls
themselves, but because of a
failure of culture and a lack of
effective change management.
A True

B Maybe

C False

